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XHXaPDOCTION, 
^ e radioiiotlvo nudlfli disintegrate eoitttiis oi^^,f 
radiations* Various radioaotiva isotopes fbzned in m ei«si«nt 
ffiay be d i s t i n ^ s h e d by the rate of decay of various radiatioas 
i . e . haif lives* After asM.0)ing Various radiations to a partioular 
isotope, energies ^ d intensit ies of ^ e s e radiations era aeasured* 
Large experisontal data ha/r be€n aoouraalated about tlie 
disintegration ratesi energies and intensit ies of tiie radiations 
from the radioactive nuclei* Most of the M|^ and aediun atoaic 
veif^t radioactive isotopes decay by the odsalon of beta and 
gaia&a rays* the heavy radioactive isotopes on the other hand say 
decay through ^ e enissdon of alphas also* &# decay products 
of a radioactive nucleus are generally arraeciged in the fom of a 
'decay sehsne* in i ^ c h the excited energy states &% shom as 
l eve l s along with the relationship of ^ e radiations fron the 
l eve l s of parant to daughter nucleus* Xhe other considerations are 
charge^ nasSf angular aosantiaa and parity carried away by ^ese 
decay products and this again reflects tsd the spins and parities 
of ^ e levds in^lved in the decay s^sae* She transition 
probabilities of various radiations and thc&r brandling radios 
depond on the properties of these levels* 
Hadioactive nuclei may decay by esiitting electrons and 
positions and in soae cases by capturing the electrons of atonic 
shells* Theoretically these phenoaiena have been e3q[)lained by the 
h3fpothesis of the transfomation of neutron into protsn or ^ce^vers 
Ttm wn^opgy distribution of the electrons in the^»decay in iihi«li 
electrons are anitted i s continuous from zero i^to the maziBiiB 
energy* Ihe shape of the^«ray apeotruaif the masdmuB energy of 
2. 
^•rars and the partial half l ives are the interesting features 
for consideration, Fron the existing theories atiout the interaction 
of naeleon « «leetron • neutrino, the follot4ng two sAleotion 
mles have he«n derivedt 
(D Ferai siAeotlon rule (Sealer and polar veetors), 
(2> Qanow and Teller selection roles (0,f*) (Toisor and axial 
veetord* In most of the eases of/3*tranaitioa» t^e Qtof* rule i s 
SPPlioaldL«9 Int in some cases the Fermi rule or stizture of tm 
are suitaUle* the knoidedge of *ooBqparative h^f lives* or 
f t values uhere *f* i s Ferad ftinetion and *t* the half period^ 
reveals the type of transition (i»e» ndiet^ ier i t i s alloved or 
f irst for bidden, second forMdd«R etc*} (given in the tahLe)* 
2!he tables for values of Fensi ftoictions are available* Zhe ^u^e 
of the ^-ray ipcctruai also reflects the type of the trtfisitifm* 
fhe FerBi«Oarie plot of tdie^*ray qpectruia will be different for 
differ«nt t ^ e of t^e transition* Xhos the Imoiiledge of *log ft* 
and also the shape of ^-rajr ^ectnat reveals the nature of the 
transitioni oonsec^aently the value of ^I based on 0*T* or Fend 
selection rules^iaieh help in predicting l^ ie ai^ ins md parities 
of the parent and daughter nudeus i f one i s knom by the 
eaperiaental or \6.iAi ^eoretioal conalderations* 
^•trmsLtion »log ft* Parity 
dassilloatioii* a|ipn»xlBat« ohang* ftsni, 
Allovdd 3 » 6 
Hrtt tor\Aa&m 6 * 30 
Second forMddan ? 3D 
a forliiddai x^ oddL 
v,*^*^ 
No 
Be 
7 M 
No 
0, ±1 0 
<0 -> 0 not illoi«id) 
0, ±1,±S 0 , ± 1 (0->-0, i ^ i i ) (O-J'O not 
CO'Cr^ li aot allowed) allovad) 
( 0 ^ 2 , m l aUowad) (0**1 not 
a3JLoirad) 
t iif <tifD i:(ii»D9 n* 
Sbe p> ^deoajr in tdiich pesltzoiia are aeiittsd has aXao Qoatinuouf 
diatrifaatltMii of eniirgiea tmm zeofo vtpto a aaadlwawt the 
differaaod between the'po^tren P'^rny t^ecimm. and that ot 
negative j^ •qpeetruis i s due to ttie d i f f^ent interaction of 
poaitron and negation %dth the eouloab potential of the ntielaiia* 
Farther tSie poaitron has the prop^ty of interaeting ulth negative 
Qieetrona in i ^ e h the rest i&aas of \ni3a. podLtron and aleetrMi 
i s radiated in the fom of eleotro«Bag(ietio radiation (tuo 
quantaa of 0»6X Hev are andtted in opposite direction^* Ihis 
property ia Imoya aa tfiniMlation as promoted in the Qirafi thaory 
of Gdeotron* ^aa the eHeetrona of K^  £*| ©to* sheila are osptored 
by the nndensy i t results either in the esidted state or to the 
ground state of the di^ifhter imoleiia* In this suddan change of 
aleetron froin atoiaic shell to the nncleaa, seoondary 
Gleetro«magQetle radiation i s amitted throu^ the process of 
toaoisstrahlung %Mch has a jontinuotts snergy apeotna. fhooretieal 
considerations of this ph^«a«x>n vere voiced out by Morrison and 
Sohiffy and CQLaiib^  and Martin eto* %/hiGh are in good agreanant 
td.th the eaqperlBOital results* The ti*«ia&tioii meatsy in the 
electr^ii eaptore prooess say he detenaSiied by the kaovOLedge of 
maxinuiii mmfgy of brerasstriMting i^eotnan tiais obtained* 
liiQA the atoaic a«ss differmee of parent and daai^ teap 
nuolei i i greater than 2 no - 1»0S He?, both positron aidssion 
and ^eotron ee^tare ooapX®^^ ^ ^ ratio of positron to 
eleotron oaptnre has been eaXouXated by Feanberg and SMgg* 
The eileotro«»]Ba^etie tranalti^isbetifeai t3ie various 
energy levods of a rwiioaotive nti^eas ar% on the oth«r hand| 
l^vemed by the considerations of ^eetro»»a0tietie ^aory 
conMned «dth the (j^mtom mech^ical oonaid^ations (^<^s^opf)* 
Acoording3.y9 there are tino types of translUons « ^eetrie and 
fflagnetie* The angular ao^enta and parities of the t«o states 
Involved in a gieasa transltioni decide the moiaentin carried 
away by t^e radiation and the type of the radiation. Because of 
the conservation of mootantiaB, ^an the radiation of sioltipole 
order of s i s omittedi the angular mm&iiBm of the radiati^s 
and that of the nucleus in final state Jf must add v^ vectorially 
to the angular moamtiM of the nuc^ teus in init ial state 3% * 
this condition results in selection rule that only those values 
are possible for iftii<^ 
iJl » 3f ) ^ h $ ^% + "^ f > 
But in praetLee the radiation of lo%f€Mit possihLe L values are 
possible (aoaetiae mixture of t%io)» In this process of anissiony 
the parity has to be conserved that is^ the electric multipole 
radiation of the order h can occur i f the parity change i s 
L)^ai 
1.1-1 
( *D and magnetio radiation only i f the parity change i s 
( • ! ) 
Parity cha&go Cheoge of angular mommitim (Ji « J | ) 
0 or 1 2 3 4 & 
No Mi(%) EQiU^ M3<^ %(ll5) Ms<%) 
Yet Bi(M2) M2(Ba> BgCM^ ) M^C^ %(llg) 
tranaltioii^ln the tiira<^9ts ropresont the v&ek adndxtorv* 
For ealcuXatliiip ^ e tranaltioii pxohaMlities oaa require 
the exact kiio%d.9dg« atout tha vava function inslda tha nuolaus, 
iMch unfortunately are not avallatile* Hsvevert sone attoapta 
have been made to calculate these tranaltlim probaMlitles baaed 
on certain asaun^tiom about the vave function* Xhe abaolute 
valuesi calculated in this way^  nay not agree ndth the 
aoperiaental onety but dapandanoe of these probahLlitles on 
L and the tjipe of radiation i s understood (jualitatively* the 
foUovtng results are evidant from the calculationst 
(D Xhe probabllit§/e« decreases trancndously with increasing 
(2) the electrie transitions are tm<M f a s t ^ than maffietle 
transitions for the sane value of I*« 
Because of ^ e s e considerations one has sometimes a cosqpetltion 
betveen the electric transition vdth h i^er order magnetic 
transition or magnetie transition idth hi^er order electric 
transition giving riae to mixture* 
The half*lives vhioh are inv^saly proportional to the 
transition probabilities^ have been theoretically calculated for 
varioua multipole transitions of electric and aai^etic type* 1!hey 
have also be^i daasified by Qoldhaber mA aunyar semi^aB^erically 
£mm the esdsting experinantal data* A Judicious uso of tiM 
iaforaatioii from thesei sometimes he^ps in assigning the tjipe 
Q€ radiation vhsn hal£»Iife i s kaowk or vloe^versa* the excited 
states of long half lives are Taiom. as iaoaerie states* 
Ihe excited state of the i»ic3.aa8 em decay not only 
by the emission of gasna rays but ^so by gi^ ring that mergy 
to the atomic ^eotrons (K, Z»| M oto* ^^ls>« Ihus ttiQ 
mono oner getie eleetrons are enittedt fhe energies of the sdeetrons 
are the en^gies of the gansia rays Xess the binding energy of 
different sheiLls involved in the asdsadcm* Ihis phaMMB«na i s 
knovi as internal oonver«lon« She ratio of the number of 
conversion ^eetrons to the gamaa rays i s oalled internal 
converiAon coefflciflnt* Shis depends <m ^ of the nudeasy iSi9 
energy, nature and muXtipoXarity of the goasa radiation besides 
the atomic shell involved in this phenomena* fhe theoretleal 
ealeulations are availahLe for o^^ and ^^ for different Z and 
energy for different type of radiation* %ese ealeulations are 
also extoided as8iaid.ng the finite else of the nudeus* 
fhe esperimental values of 13ie ratio of JL. ^or know 
h 
oases have been represented gre^hieally by Ooldhabetr and 
Sunyar* Ihese graphs do not tally id.th the tifteoretleal 
ealeulations but are ffaootii enough to be used for uidcnoifi cases* 
Hsus the measurement oi tlie conversion coefficient 
of the radiation and that of the half l i f e of the levd involved^ 
helps in dQtermining title spins and parities of ^ e either level 
i f one of this i s know by other meena* 
Ihere ±9 tm preferred direotlcm of esiission of the 
radiatlfHi in the transition between the tw states of the nucleus 
7 
i f ttio nuclei are onented at vm^iem in s^aoe* Hit in ^ e 
caseada transition there i s angular correHatiim botveaa the 
t%o radiations involved* WLB oorr^ation i s dua t9 tha faet 
that niQ ori<xitation of aneular laommtwa of tlia i&t^m«diatft 
l@v^ i s r^atod to tho direction of amission of ^rat tfid 
sa^ cmd radiation* ISiese oorralatlon results ^va tlia i^int of 
tho l07al8y and angular isonantiaa carried avu^ bjr tlie re^atiooui 
but not parities of the level aiiioe the migi^sse distritetii»i 
of the ^ectrie tfid magnetic msltipoles oi' the %&s& aultipole 
order i s sasie* Bat the difference l i e s in the orientatifms of 
the plane of polarisations in the tuo caae9# Bo the parities 
of the IdveCLs can be detenained by meaJmring tbe oorrelatioii 
betvean the polaxisation of gmam rays* is&vm&atf one also ean 
koov the parities by aniQlsr oorralations between Hkm oonv^alon 
€lectiPM!i8 of the gssaia ray cascade* itogular oorralations of 
various mtecesaive radiations i^ e^ ^^d-y) j(p>-'^) j^'^) o^^^"*'/ 
may also detendne the i^ins of the levels* 
It has bean sought to eaiplain the e:^erimantal findings 
based on the above aetbodSf by nudear Biodcfi.8 e*g* * shall nodal* 
and *tBil£ied nodal** The nudear shaOLl aodcO. has beoi devoloped 
by Mayer <30ao)» Haxali Jansan md aiess (30SOt 19^)* in this 
nodal a nudaon i s oonsidered to be noving in m avaa^ age nnfAear 
field indapsodantly of the notion of other mieileoiis* In this 
iBoddL str^ig i^in(»ortd.t coupling i s considered «hidh results 
in fl|)littlng aeme of the levels far apartf ea^adJOiag the magio 
nunbera* ^ e spin and parity assignnants based oa. this nodal 
have bean generally supported IQT the e3cp«rliB@Bt on beta deeayy 
IMS BodQil has hem usod ta prwHot th« i|>iii VikLao of tli« l«f«a.t 
in nutiiloiir ipeetro^oopy for lov «aEdltod statoi tfid in mm^ oatat 
i t has befln oorioteratad l^ aspasiaoits* £E>1I7 and MotttS^ asa 
(2053) I on tha otlia? handf oonsLdarad tha * ooUaatlira parUols 
featizra* aeoorOlag to idilQlit oollaotlire oseiXXaU^tia aoBtcilnta 
to tha otergy atataa of tho mielaas glidLfig ziso to rotatlooA 
and vlDrationdL laviila* Mmy of ^ e escpasiB^o^ hava baiai Iboad 
ai^portlBg ttiasa vibrational, and rotatlonaa. atataa* 
For tlia study of tha propartlaa of t^e r^^atlons tfid 
of ^ e lavals in tha daaay scfeoiasi I t i s rafftiired to hava high 
efftai«no7 of dateoting inatna&ants i«l1^ good rasolutlon* It i s 
aXao aasantiaa. to have a ge^ od teoiinlqae of radlo»ehflnistry for 
tha s^aratl<»i of radloaettva isotopes of arti£LelULXy prodnaad 
radieaotiire nuelei. Most of tha aarly invastigatimis rasuitad 
in arronaous ooadusions daa to innifliciciit e^a(ri»snta3. nathods 
and i^ propflp s^aration of radioaotivd isotopes* a^w dataeting 
i&strtSBonts vara disoovared and ia^rovad end hettar eaeotrMaia 
instruaaots veira daaignad* 4t prasaat A *^ B9r mai^atla 
Spaa1a:t>gri[Q>hs of resolution of 1 to 8^ are av«SJLald.a* G*M« 
oountarsy proportlonaiL ooimtarsf ionisatloii dianbers ate« are 
being fra(|uait3.3r used* Cbma ray en&a^eH&a are being aaasurad 
by crystal diffration metbod and also by /S*»ray fl|}eotrogr«>hs 
uidng thta elaotron <xmvertBr* Shese Instrnmoats r e ^ r a vary 
high intensity of tha aouroes* Slia sdlatiXIaticm crystals ware 
deiraloped* ^he efUcisnoy of thee^eteotor i s eeas^arativaly vary 
h i ^ and rai|)onsa i s fast* 2bus these sdatlXlation crystals 
are being usd4 in a&i^ar oorrfldatlGns a&d polarlsfttloii 
a3i|}«riBi«ntt vary ^ff id^tly* She fast ra^ponsd of ^ « ery8tid.i 
has be^ n used in the neasRU^mfints of iresry short tirae iatervila 
md in fast coinoiaQnee yotkm Shese crystals may he used in 
t!^ study of sooroe iiftien tlie intmslty i s loi% %e oinsbiaatiMii 
of sdLntLliatlon apectrometars idth Msh resolution ooineddwes 
&vs*msmt&s^t and^wray spectrographs of gooct resolution are 
used in the study of tha radiations ^d prox^erties of the leva3.« 
of Had radioactive rnidai* OrgaiQio ^d plastic sdritillators 
om be used in idaee of ^ ^ray masnetio spectrographs iihen 
very high resDlution i s not ret ired for th€» study of /^ ^rays* 
In Yiev of the above discussion, i t i s deadrable to 
study the properties of the levels and radiations 
radioactive nuclei for ^diich the data i s either inooaplete or 
wMguous* In tile present wik a few radioaetiv^ isotopes e«g« 
p 8^30 ^ g^303^^6 ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ 3^82 ^^^ ^^^^ studied milting use 
of scintillation a^^ectrometers* Th^ study of the sdntLilators 
(organiK crystals and li<|aid scintillator) and the noise pulsM 
of HCA B8^ photo«!!»altipli(^ ssid also design and assaahly of 
some of the electronic circuitry have been incozporat^ in the 
present wtlc. 
Iblir and Hottttlsaa 8tfi* Mat* Fys» MedS# S7| Ib*36| (B68} 
Feonberg tfid Srigs ^^* ^d« Pbys* 22^ 3 9 (3060) 
(bldluil>6ar Old amyaPi Phjrs* Reir» 8 3 | 906 (]^6X) 
a:Laiib«r tfid Ha7tlix« Phgrs* Bev* 96| 372 <3D04) 
Ha7«r <B€D)} HaacQlt Jmama. and &iess BfiO) B ^ y 
Phys* B0V» 78, 36 (3969)1 2f« f« Phyaik, 32B, 
2&5 casao)* 
Kay«? adid JransaQi^llaBaitary ^sory of ^^11 Struottiref 
Morriaon adnd Soblff, Phys* Bey« SB| 24 (30^) 
BOlatt and Weia8ko|>f| 3!h«>Fetleal Bucloa? Ph^alos (3954) 
\ l 
Sdntlllation teohniqu* vat first used by wwf enrly 
wrkori for deteotinc alpha particles* Diey Isombarded inS sereens 
%dth alpha particles and oounted visualljr l^e Ueht flashes thus 
produced* Ihis method of visual counting vas not only difficult 
but aost uno«Ptain vhan the oountins rate i s hi|^ and the intensity 
of scintillations i s lov* SLau and Qreyfus (1946) used 
photoBultipliers to contrert l i ^ t flaaihes into current* iut for 
the effidaat oounting of alpha par t ides , latter norkers made use 
of the iioltace pulse produced by singlo particle falUng on ^S 
screens* Instead of counting the l i ^ t flaihes visually the voltage 
pulses were counted* KallBan>v( 1947) introduced 8if>hthal«ie in 
conjunction %dth photoaiultipliers md detected/^ andi^•rays* SkLnce 
then, this techniq(tte has bean iaproved end made in effioiaat tool 
in nudlear physios* 4 large number of nev scintillators have bean 
discovered md the photomultipliers have been iiiQ>roved* 
Ihe basic mechanism of the produetien of these sdntiliationi 
by nuclear particles and radiations i s t3am% out of energy dissipatei 
in excitation and ionization of the aolecules in the scintillators, 
a part of i t i s re»aniitted as photons in visible and ultraviolet 
region* Ihe «ftiarged particles lose 1^€ir energy by ioniaction and 
excitation and uncharged particles (y»rayS| a»rayS| neutrons etc*) 
by production of secondary ionising radiations* The photon' 3 
produced are emitted in all directionS| some of which are made to 
fe l l on the photooathode of the photooiultipliery ejecting electrons 
from i t s surface* Xhese electrons are multiplied at each dynode 
and after multiplication at each stage the avalanche of electrons 
^2. 
arrives at the anode where i t produces a voltage pulse aoross 
a real stance %Aiioh i s as^lified and studied* 
%e nain eons! deration a fbr the scinti l lators are (1) i t s 
conversion efficienosr for the iapinging part ides and radiations 
into photons in visit^e and ultraviolet region i^iould be high* 
(2) I t should be tranaparant to the l ight thus produced* <3) She 
reitponse spectraa of the photooatfaode of the photoMultiplitf i^uld 
be the ease as that of the fluoreseace spectrua produced by the 
scintillators* (4) IXiratioii of lusdnes^nee should be short* 
(5) Stopping pover for the radiation and particles should be hi(^ 
and (6), Also crystals should be flaidess* 
Many of the inerganie« orgsniCi plastic and liquid 
scinti l lators have bean introduced %ihere fluorescance spectrun natch 
with the neidy developed high gain photomultipliers manufactured 
by B*C*4* Dunont and K*M*Z* type tubes* 
Hhe growing of Ug crystails without flawa ia a techni<|ue 
which requires careftil considerations (see Appendix A)* Ihe inpuritiej 
found in the ch«Bieals not only hinder the aaooth growth of the 
crystala but also act as quenching centres thus producing l e s s 
fluorescance* 
t^en mono*energetie charged particles interact with 
scintil lator ideally ^ealdng they should give pulses of equal sise 
at the out put* But this i s not the case* The pulse ^peetnw for 
Bono«anergetie particles i s gausaian in nature whose Baxinua 
oorreqponda to the energy of the partides* Various fluctuations 
in the systsB results in the gausaian nature of the piase qpeotrun* 
They can be susBarised as followst (1) The nuaber of photons 
produced in the scintil lator by mono*energetic particles nay not be 
constant because of the statlst loal variation of lualnesoanoe 
eff idenoy of the sdntHlators* (2) fluctuation in the oolleetion 
of photons on the photoeathode* The efflQionoy of collection varies 
from point to point in the crystals* (3) Fluctuations in the 
ejection of photo sleotrons fron photocathode* fhe effieisnoy of 
photocathode i s not unifora in response* (4) Variations in 
multiplication at auhsequsnt stages and in the oolleotien at the 
anode* Ihese various fluctuations result in a gaussitfi pulse 
speotrun for taone^snergetle part ldes instead of pulses of Bmm 
hsight* Ihe coaplez pulse speotrus consisting of many mono*snerget!o 
particles em be analysed by noting the peeks thus produced* 
Uncharged particles produce secondary ionizing radiations 
in the crystals,that is^they f irs t of al l eject diarged partides 
in tSie crystals i*e* gamma rays lose snergy !^ mainly three processes. 
(1) Cb^ston process (2) Photo«dectrio process (3) p d r production 
and produce deotrons corresponding to these processes in 
sdnt i l lators* If a mono*energetic game ray interacts with the 
sdnt i l la tor i i t may dthar produce dectrons due to Gompton effeot| 
having energies from zero to the maximiua so called Gompton Bdge, or 
due to photo*dectric effect | the anergy of xhe dectrons i s ^lat 
of the energy of gaoma ray minus the binding energy of the different 
shd lS | or due to p d r production* Ihe dectrons thus produced 
behavef in the same way as i f the dectrons of the same i^aqping 
on the sdnt i l la tor from oudde^ the pulses thus produced are 
subjected to the same fluctuations as described above* 3))e 
interaction probability of gamma ray depends on the atomic nia&ber 
of atoms in the crys tds and the energy of titie gamma rays* Ihe 
pulse ^eotrum thus obtdned for mono*anergetie gamma rays i s a 
oonUnuoua Ooapton distributloB having a CoB^ ton edga aupannpoaad 
ov@r whioh ara paaka oorraapoiidliig to photo-aieotfoiia and alaotawiit 
dua to th9 pair produotion* 
iha aaln adv^tafaa of thia aoiantiag ayatoi ara tha foUeidBi 
(1) tha dataoting a»hatanoaa ara aolida and Hi|iilds inataad of 
gaaat aa in aarXy dataotora ((l*H« oountarai piopertlonal. oountara 
ato«) md aXm thajr oan ba uaad in feuik^thare lagr ineraaslng 
intoraotlon prohaMlity^fo affiolsney of oountlng ia ineraaaad* 
(2) Sha Had Una of tha ptilsea ttms prodnoad ia v«ary ttaovt tAiioii 
only dapanda on tha Miration of l i i^t flaahea prodaead by tha 
parUolaa and transit tiao in tha photoimilUpliaP* fhia property 
i s uaad in M,^ ootantlng rata and in gat ting fSaott raaolving tinaa* 
(3) Dia atsa of tha pulsa thua prodaead by tha aeintilXator dap«ida 
on the anargy of tha iapingiag radiation* 
th9 uaa of ^ a scintillation counting iqratai involvaa 
tha propar ohoiea of aointiliatori photomuitipiiav and asaodLatad 
^aatronio aquipissit* Ona of the sain drav!ia#c i s dua to dafk 
(Rirrant pulsa distribution from tha photoaailtipliav and apooially 
i^an th9 ganuina pulsaa ara aaall in aiaa* "^ha study of tha pulsa 
height diatribution of noisa pulsaa i s tharoHora assantial in tha 
ttsa of this systan aa ^aotroaatttr* 
SBCfXQM A daala uith tha atudy of noisa pulsaa fion a*c«A» 
5839 photottultipliar and 
S3CTZ08 B daals idth the study of tha rasponM of Stllbaria 
in mm, U<r>l« P>»iP>»r fbr Cb« g « « ray.. 
SECTION Ai SWDl OF NOlSB PULSES OF HCA SBW FHD2DMULgPUat 
ZNTBQDUCTION. 
I t i s v« l l knoiA that the co i l action e f f ldenoy between the 
eathode and the f i r s t dynode increases at h i | ^ voltages between the 
two (aigstrtm et al«, 3d58>« Bat at these high voltages the noise 
i n the photomoltiplier also goes vg? oonaideralidy* ^ e pulse ho&gfat 
distr ibut ion of these no ise pulses i s o f conslderalile iatportanoe 
in order to a^iieve high collection efficiency* 
The origin of this noise has been the subject of enalysis 
by aany woi^ers (%gstroii, 29^; Hodda, 1B^$ Morton and MiteheH, 
194&f Gurrtfi^  JB63 md others)* F^n these investigations i t appears 
that the main causes of the noise nay be 8i;miiBarised as ( i ) ff|)lified 
tbex^onie omission from the ptotocathodef ( i i ) positive ion feedbaok, 
( i i i ) the generation of photons inside ^ e photomultiplier and 
(iv) ohmie leakage* In the early work of l^gstro% Bodda and others 
only the integrated effect of the noise pulses i«e* the noise eurr«it 
Was studied* Morton and Mitchell aiade some studies of differential 
^stribution of the noise pulses* Later Mueller (396S)| Harrison 
(1952) Daviaon (1952), Lanter and Gor%dn (1952} tfid Breitoiberger 
(1955) studied the after^pulses which are isaiRly produced by the 
feedback of ions created l^ the electrons of t^e main pulse* 
This study i s taken up in order to make a systanatic study 
of pulse heii^t distribution of the noise pulses and to ascertain 
the origin of i t* 
lor tha study of noise pulses, HCA 5819 photomultiplier 
^Published in Znd*Jottr, of Phys* p*lS3 vol*^, Ho*4 (195B)* 
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vas mounted in a l igh t - t igh t chamber. Xho asso^My which contained 
the 5819 tube %dth magnetio shlaLd| associated w i t a g e (^vidinc 
r«sittasio« net vorlCi and cathode follovsr ( sc in t i l l a t ion head), 
v«8 enclosed in a thermos^ oally oon t ro l l ad cabinet* the tonparature 
i n the cabinet could be varied from 30** F to 7 ^ ?• 
^ e wltagQ betvaen tho cathode sad the f i r s t dynode vat 
about aeven times the voltage between the other dynodes in order to 
get very h i | ^ collection efficiency* ThQ pulses from the cathode 
foliover vera fed to the Atomic's l inear ae^l if ler model ao4C and 
the pulse h e l ^ t analysis was made t^ Atomic's pulse hs&ght analyser 
model 530| after %Aiich the pulses w^© scaled and recorded* 
For at taining a part icular temperature the systaa was l e f t 
i n the cabinet for about lir hours to at tain the equilibrlumi vhlefa 
Was checked by observing the counting ra te a t a part icular pulse 
height which remained c o n s t a t with timo* 
i^gures 1 and 2 show the curves of different ial distributioii 
of noi8« pulses a t different VDltages, keeping the tonperature 
constant while figures 3 and 4 show the curves at different temperatur 
keeping the voltage constant, voltages vere Tarlod from eoo to 1050 
vo l t s Tiftille the temperatures M&ee kept at three different set t ings, 
a7®F, S6°F and 69*^F, 
An in teres t ing feature of these curves i s that each curve 
e^pears to consist of tvo par t s , the f i r s t par t coming dowi smoothly 
and the second par t having a maxXvam^^ Aim I t i s clear from the 
curves that tho to ta l noise i s decreased a t loweor temperaturestfid 
lower voltages* 
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%ottg|i the Urst part of the oirves for the nolao pulsei 
more or less roseanhles the trend of the cso^es reported by a isiBbor 
of %iorfcer8| (Horton send Kit<^elly 3&^ ^d otaiers), the seeoiid part 
ifdth hui!^  seeaa to he a pecKiliarity of these curves* GbiiQ>arativeIy 
very h l ^ voltase applied betveen the catSiode and the first dynode 
appears to he the main diff«renee hetveoi this eiQ}«rim«nt and that 
of other %iDSkers* 
In our conditions^ the gain of the photoaultlplier could be 
tskmi roughly as 4 x 30, the total str^^ csixafsity at the tfiode 
as 30 pf and t^e gain of the linear a;^lifier as 800a One eleetron 
from the photoeathode« t i^ereforey ^ves pulse of about 4 to 
6 volts* 
fhe pulses due tp ohaic leafeas® ar© Imoiaa to be amall in 
s ise as discussed by Morton and Mit<di^ Ll (loo^ d t ) , J^gstroB (2947)| 
Beddft (3948) md others* 3!hey are ejected to l i e around or below 
8 volts* lEhersfore in ^ e aiEialyais of tbeso earves, ve need consider 
only thermlonie noise and ion feedbad^^ as the sidn contribating 
factors* According to the above authors also, these t ^ effects 
contribute loost to the noise in the ronton of our interest* 
As mentioned above, the kvaap portion in our curves appears 
to be related idth the h l ^ maltage between the cathode and the 
f irst dynode* Ihis i s borne out by figure I9 i^ere at an overall 
voltage of 90O9 '^^ ^^ ^ ^^ "W l^tage betireaa the cathode tfid the first 
dynode i s 335 volts ^ils portion disappears, tnhile at m overall 
voltage of WSOf vhen the foltage bet%r©en the cat^de and Idie first 
d|»ode i s 390 voltsi this portion i s vfiry dominant* ThQ fact that 
the pulse heii^t, in this portion are oonparatively h i | ^ rules out 
the possibility of i t s arising from any otheff dynodSf exc^t fxos 
the cathode* I t also appears ^lat IMs i s due to soae secondary 
•ffoetiy nominated %dth th« inltlaX ^eetfons starting ttom iSbm 
photooa^iod«« I t i s well knowt that the thdmtal eleetront« iAii<^ 
ar« the only primary eleatron* from tlhe oa^iode in oar eaMy give 
noise pulses %diose pulse hsight distribntion curve cones dow 
smoothly following some sort of distritntion lew* Most of the curves 
of noise pulses found in the l iterature bear this out* Ihey ere 
normally taken at eomparativfilly low ^Itages between the cathode 
and the f irst dynode where the positive ion feedbaefc effect id l l not 
be dominant and therefore the curves may be as«iaed to be wholly due 
to thermal noise* fiormally change of imltage i s expected to chsnge 
the nia&ber md the pulse h e i ^ t but the general trend of the curves 
due to tiieraaL electrons iftiould remain the seme* 
3!he most predominant secondary c^se of noise pulses i s 
the pctsitive ion feedbacSc* The primal^ y deetrons starting from the 
cathode may ionize the atoms of the reaidttal gas, wtde^ on reaching 
the eatbode may release ftirther eleetronSi to give one more pulse* 
These pulses are expected to be delayed with respect to the primary 
ones* Thou^ this effect should be prosoit evsn at comparatively low 
voltages^ i t s probability of occurrsnee shoots vcp at bigger voltages* 
l ^ s i s borne out by Huxiord (1939) «lio plotedf , the average number 
of electrons released by eadi positive ion fall ing on C»>Ag*0 
photo*surfacoi versus the f ield throu^ i ^ c h positive ion moves* 
I t appears from this curve that while'^remains constant at a value 
of about 0*5 for f ie lds l ess thsn 150 volts per cm, at h i^er fields 
the Value off goes up ({uite steeply so ^ a t at 250 volt^OBf iTis 
about 4 and i f the trend of the curve i s asmased to remain the seme 
even for l i t t l e higher fields^ / for 360 ifolt^cm or so may be s t i l l 
higher* ^ e trend of this <mrve for / suggests that i t i s fessible 
that after a certain field betva^n the cathode and the first dynodei 
the pulses, due to positive ion feedback may attain het^ts, to 
deviate appreoiaMy from the onrves due to the priaary eleetrons* 
The above argiaientSt thereforei suggest that the huiqped portion 
may be attributed to the positive ion feedback* 
Photons produced inside the photoaultiplier due to 
d»»excitation of the residual gas nay be ruled out as the Q«ise 
of this part of the curve, because the efficieRcy for electron 
ssaission for photons i s extreoiely gmall* I t r e ^ r e s about 25 
photons in the photo«s«isitive region to eciit one electron* 
Pulses due to positive ion feedbadE iMc^ are delayed %d.th 
r e j e c t to the prisary pulseSf have been studied by Harrison,(3952) 
Davison,(3062) Mueller et al*t(3952) Lanteop and Condn (3952), and 
^flitenberge!r,(395D» According to Rarriacm l^e anplitude and the 
distribution of ^ese i s consistent with their being caused hy 
single positive ions, produced by the electrons of the main pulse* 
Mueller et al, observed that after^puls^ iMoh are produced by the 
init ial pulses due to the ainiple electrons, are of the same height 
or slightly taller than the sain pulses* i^ anter and Goridn, hovever, 
observed that at higher gain the maidlmum height of the after»pulse 
oorreiQ)onds to more than one photoelectron tfid depends on the 
height of the main pulse* It appears from the oseLllogrsph traces 
given in this pasier that the after«»pulses follov some sort of 
distribution lav in heights* But according to Davison, the number, 
but not the as^litude of the afteivpulses seems to be rested to 
the amplitude of the main pulse* Further,he observed that the visual 
comparison of the after«pulses produced by a single electron seems 
to indicate that the pulse haight distributions of the two are 
identical* 
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At the low voltage between the ca^sode tfid the f irst djfuodc 
the value ofi as givon in the curve of BUxfbrd i s of the order of 
0*6y vhich may he Interpreted that the after<»pal9ea id l l he oostly 
due to o&e electron* Ihis seoms to be home out by the e3q>eiriBeBts 
of the votkmfs mentioned above* However, at ooaqijaratively higli 
voltages at ybi(^ the present e3Q}erimeats were carried out| 
probability of emission of more than one electron i s i^preoiably 
high* I t i s even possible that the most probalAe ninsb^ of electrons 
emitted by a single positive ion at h i ^ ix^ltages may be five or six 
etc* in %Meh case one should eaqpect a sort of pulse h e i ^ t 
distribution %dth a maximum correi^onding tD the average valne o f f * 
'XMs esplains the hsxep in our curves* 
In figure 6 the f irst part of the curve of figures3 » ^ ^ 
i s replotted on a serai logarithmic graph* tm interesting facts 
em^ge from these curves: 
(a) f i rs t ly , these curves follow more or l e s s a paraboliic shape and 
(b) secondlyi at higher temperature tfnd higher voltages a deviation 
from the parabolic shaps i s observed at low pulse he lo t s* 
I t seems that these deviations are ^ e to pr^ond«rance of 
small pulses caused by ohoic leakage or certain effects arising 
from dynodes* She parabolic sh^pe confirms our conclusion that the 
f i r s t portion of the curve i s mostly due to thermionie emission 
from the photocathode* 
It i s further clear from the curves in figures 1 to 4^  that 
(D the nunber of the noise pulses decreases at l^v tempttrature* 
(2) the nunber of pulses of higher pulse heights decreases aore 
sloidy idth tonperature than the nunber at the analler pulse 
heights* 
(3) the nunber of snail pulses seats to go V|> very rapidly idth 
higher voltages and 
(4) in generalf tdie struoture of the curves rcnains the soae* 
/r /<r 
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2.2. 
SECTIOH Bt SYDDY OF RSg>0»SS OF YHB SULBgRS IH XXLmE 
UnBlnesGOioa effldency of X i ^ d scdntlllatDr i s auoh 
Idts as ooi^ared to HaKZL) crystal* It ahotad, th«refor«| h9 quits 
intspsstiiig to study their reapoiisa undair our conditions of 
•xtraordinary hlc^ collection efftci«iioy* 
Stilb«iie in xylsoe (3 ona/Idtra) introduced by KaXlmann 
tfid Frust (2960) i s our liquid sdntmator, whose reiponse vas 
studied for Go^gasiBa»rays« A tliln»vaPLled ^ass oiai (dweter 
4*8 OB and Isngth 11 on) vas fi l led %d.th the scintillator liquid 
solution and vas covered fxoB aidaa %dt^  aluBdniuB to serve as 
reflector* the cell vas fixed to th® photomultiplier with silicone 
grease, with a per^ex pieoa in betveen to provide a flat surface 
and to act as a light pipe* 
the scintillators containing atcois of lov atoaic nunber 
like the one in tMs ei^erimenty r0i|)ond to g«BMa»rays of about 1 Hei 
mainly through Gowpton effect* Co oaits tio gasna-rays of energies 
of 1*17 Mev and 1*33 Mev* Iteder very good conditions the tvo Compton 
edges due to Go^ gaBBa-rays have been clearly indicated by Holntyre 
and iiofstadter (3960) using NaKTL) crystal as detector* 
Figure 6 gives the differential distribution of pulses 
from stilbme in xylene liquid scintillator idth Go^ gwma-rays* 
This ^ectruB vas tAsn %dth 390 volts between the cathode and the 
f irst djmode and at a tomperature of 37^F, These conditions increase 
the collection effidoncy md decrease tSie noise pulses* This mxrr% 
vas dram after subtracting ^ e noise pulses of the type mentioned 
earner* 
•Published in Xnd* Jour* of Phys*, p«3S3 vol*de, lib*4 (3968)* 
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Xhe peak at 9 volts may be Interpreted as due to 
OoBptoR edge* At U volts also there i s an indloatloii of m edge* 
If the peik at 9 volts Is tiAcan to be due to Qoapton edge of 
1*17 Mev gflsn»>ra9rs and i f the scintillator i s assuaed to be lineaTi 
the Goapton edge due to 1*33 Mev gaama^ rays should oone out to be 
at 30*6 volts* However^  one should be cautious in attributing 
CoBpton edge at 11 volts due to 1*33 Hm gam^^raysy beeause the 
priaary pulses fros the scintillator are also expected to give 
after»pul8es vhich idll have their aaxiiBua at about 12 volts* 
These aft«P»pulses cannot be subtracted* Uliougb their nuaber i s 
expected to be saal l , s t i l l i t espnot be ruled out that the edge at 
11 volts aay be nostly due to thsa* Hao because of lov luainescance 
effieisncy »f ^the scintillator i s not e^^ected to be good snoue^ 
to resolve the tw Gbapton edges* Pe^ at 9 volts iS | of course, 
definitely due to Qoapton edge of Cb^gaiBi»*ray8* 
A owBptfrison was aade of the pulse heii^ts produced in 
MaX(ZL) and stilbene in s^rlsne by the same energy gama-rays under 
the Btmn conditions* C^hls gave the ratio of photo electron yield 
of our liquid scintillator and HaZ(13*) as 0*0045 for gaBa»>rays 
of Co^ 
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CHAPTER I I , 
ODIKCIDMSCK SdNnUATION SPISC'X'BOMSTSR. 
MSPOHSS OF Kal(IL) GRY3TAL8 BOH aAtmA»Rm# 
'She erystalf of aodiua iodid* activated \xy thaXloi ha»e. 
Bsny •xo«Xl«tt prop«r1ii«t as a acliitlllaton I t vaa first Introdaotd 
hy Hofatadtar and MoXntyra (3060)* HaK^) crystals hava rwj h l ^ 
eoiiTaraloa affieiaaey as acaiparad to other aoliitlllators and ttms 
^ajr hava larga pnlsa htifl^t par ICav* Xtsrga ilii|p.a erystaHs osn ba 
grom without flaws* Crystals are transpttront to their ow 
fluoraseanea radiation* %a cidsaion o^eotma has a aatft vava 
langth of \ - 4300 A tfid a tddth at half maadMan of intanalty of 
8£0 A* This ^aetrtsm natehas vary aioaly to tha photoeathoda of 
RCA SB39 photoaultipliar %tosa raqponsa i^ pactnsa i s 4800^600 A* 
Xha daoay tiaa of ^ a soiiitlllator i s 2*6 x "£ sae whi^ i s 
siiffioittit for nomal oountliig aDoountarad in radioactivity* 
SodiuB iodida i s daliqaaaeent* I t should h9 protaetad fxoB laoistura* 
Apart from haiug a good seiiitillatory i t has a ralatiYsly hli^ 
danaity <3*67 gn/o*e) and oontaina iodina atoss % e^h has hi|^ 
atosiio nuBbar (Z^ 53}* So i t haa larga absorption coaffieiaBt for 
gaama r^ays for all tha ^iraa proeassas* %« variation of absorption 
ooaffieiant idth gaaoia-ray anargias for t^ iraa procassaa ia givan 
(HBS Raport 3003| 3^1^54)* Baeausa of hijg^ absorption ooaffioiaBt 
for all the thraa procassaa (i*a* Conpton ^faety phote^alaetrie 
affect and pair production), tha apactroa of tha single onergy 
gaana^ray aad)iU.ts clearly tilia peculiarities associated idth these 
processes* the pulse height produced by secondary electron by the 
gaBoaa-rays increases linearly idth energy from 1 Kev to about 
6 Mev (Tasrlor at alt(3951) etc*)* fhis linearity combined %d.th 
2.^ 
idgh absorption ooeffident for photo*eleotrie effeot and h l ^ 
oonveredoii •ffioiiiiey has iiada this oryatel. an afflolmt tool 
in tho apaetroaoopsr of garai»»ra3r« ^^ ^rays* 
Boeause^aoae of thiir speeial propertiea organio and 
plaatio erystals ara vary uaeful as scintillator* th«y ean ba grow 
in larga volaaa aaslly* 3|iay wif tranoparmt to thair fluoraacanea 
radiation and tha «Bisaion vavelangth l i# t around 4000 A* Th9 
oonvaraion offioianoy la h i ^ though mielh last than HaX(ZE»)« 
tho daoay tiaas of thaaa sointillaSora ara of tha ordar of :tt) aae 
as oonparad with m^amc of inorgtfsie onaa* do t h ^ oan ba usad for 
• 30 high raaolution.d z 30 aoo reaolution has boon attainad by uaing 
thasa aeintHlators* Thay ara not hygrosoopio in natura and aan ba 
h^dlad aaiily* 
^ e danfl&ty of thaaa seintillatort ia of the ordar of 
(1*2 gn/OtO) and oontaina atoas of lov £(R-1 dad 0 = 6) , ao 
absorption of gatana-raya ty photo^oldotrie off act and pair 
production i s very lov* On tha other hagnd absorption due to 
Conqpton affect ia not so loV| i t varies as Z oonrparad to 2rfor 
2 
photo*eleetrie effect and Z for pair promotion* fiut ovsr all 
absorption \dll ba suoh amallar thoa for inorgeaEiio crystals and 
hanca axtraoialy lov total datactlon affioianey fbr gaaaia*rays« 
Vdiatavar gaama-raya ara detaotad are due to Ooopton affaet* On the 
other hand t3ie ^larged particles like alaetrons m& alphas ara 
oosqplatady absorbed in the scintillator of fev ffiilliaetar thioktvecs-
Ihna the Aeteetion effioianey ia 300^ Idnearity of an«rgy 
responaa of anthraoana sdintillator above 300 Kev has bean reported 
i 7 
by Hopkias (3960) md for plastle soliitiXXetor l^ Ztotdaion and 
Liaig«r (39iB}« th«se type of •dBtHlators are Hnoar for ^oetreBf 
atoiro jyDO K«v and Xinoarity dotlatad at hi^tiar oaorglos* Zbls 
l inaanty ooatAnad tdth 200^ dataotjlon effi^eney and aztrasaily 
jlov afflolflney of detacUoii fl&r gainui»ra3rs mslee ^an (|ulta auitalAa 
for the spaetrosoopy of bata^raya avan tlian the beta^raya are 
eoimted In the presanoe of h i ^ intanaity of ge0ttii»rays» MaXCISi} 
Ofouiot be aaed In the ipectroaoopy of beta^raye due to h i ^ deteetio 
effiolancy of garaBa»rays« £tae to hygrosoople natttre of the oryataXai 
NaZCSI*) oryatala has to be put in a aeaied oontadner of aXtaninitu 
eto*| i t earmot be uaad In bet»»ray ii|>eotso8Q0py tmleas aone one"* 
puta the aonree r i ^ t inaide the oontalna;'* IQie above effect off 
sets i t s advantages of h l ^ eonv^aion ^ftoieney ooa^ared to tSie 
plastle and organle aclnM21atprs« 
Plaatio scdntlllator i s one of ^ e organic sointiXlators 
though i t has l i t t l e Xesa oonveralon effidlancy ooa^ared to 
anthraoane and stLibene but Hwy g ^ easily hendled and haa less 
deoay timet 
In the preaant wjlc KaXCtl*) (Hr inches in diaaietar and 
1 ineh in thidcness) and plasUo scintillator (1«* in diametar.-^" 
in thieknesa) have been used in the qpeotrosoepy of gaaBia*»rays 
and bete^rays reapeotivaily in oonjtinotion idth RCA mj9 
photonultipli«« 
She 8al(&) oryatala in the form of right elroolar 
cylinders trare obtained from Harahaw chaedoal oos^ any* She diameters 
of the crystads vai'e about l*?** and thidtnesa about V** 
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A dry box was constructed for the purpo8« of aouatlat 
the crystals* llhe dry atznoiQ)h0re vas obtaiiied by Sdliea gd and 
pho^boroua pantaoxlde* Pho^horoua pantapsldo vas ^uoicsd aunbar 
of tliiios i t does not abaorb aoiatura. Hie rubbar hand gXovas iwra 
fitted to handle the crystals inside* 
* ^ero grade* sand pi^er was used for grinding the crystals 
frott all aides* the yelloidsh colour was cea^letaly rsnoved «id 
crystals were aade tranipareat* She crystal surf aces were left 
ron^ fron all sides except on one flat side whidi was policed* 
The polishing was done by disaolTing crystals slo^^y in acetone 
and rubbing i t on tissue piQ>er* This action was ropeated nun bar of 
timai t i l l all the scratches ware raBK>ved and the surf see was 
refelecting* fhis crystal was put in aluiainiiM can {1/32 in^es 
in thidmess) and aluainiua oxide powder i s filled on all 13ie 
sides (3/64 inches) leaving the poliilied side <i^«n in figure 7}* 
On the policed side a thin glass plate was optically coupled by 
tranaparant silicone fluid Ibw Coming a0O| care was taScan thmt 
no air babba.e i s left in between the glass plate and the crystal* 
This asssBibly i s coupled to the photocathode of 
photomultiplier through per^ex piece which i s flat on one side 
«nd concave on the other side* This crystal aaseahly i s joined to 
the flat side and the concave side to the convex side of BCA 6639 
photoaultLplier* The crystalf p^ripez and photwrniltiplier are 
attached to each other by tranaparant allioone fluid which ensured 
the optical coi:g3ling between ea^ other* iCLtednius i s wr(Q>ped 
around the per apex iMch serves as a reflector* She whole aystea 
i s fixed by black caaant as si»VR in figure 7* 
The above type of the arrangeBsnt ansures a good ooUeetien 
ef£ial«noy on tho photooathod« foi* the sdntlXXatloits cr«ated 
laalda the oryttaXs* 
Tha alniBiua posallsae aluBdnlua md aLuol&tuB oadda ' 
surrounds the orystal uhlch othorulso vllX produce Qoiqpton eleetrens 
and %iill dograda g«aa«»ray «n«rglo8 thus redadUig the good 
porformanee of the crystal* 
A plastic cylinder was obtained^ One flat «2rfae« wat 
policed t^ dissolving alovly the crystal sisrfaee in acetone and 
rubbing on the tissue paP^ P t i l l all the scratches are reeoved and 
i t i s refleetlngi other flat surface was grinded* Polished side 
vas optically coupled to the photocatbode of ttie photeiBultiplier 
throu^ per^ex in taie same m&anegp as vith Hal (XL) crystal s« 
AluBtiniuB i s wrapped around i t vhich senres as reflectori since 
these scintillatDrs are not hygroscopiO| i t vas not necessary 
to put in aluainium can* 
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This assenhly (crystal and photomultiplier) i s put in 
a light t i ^ t <diapiber« This chenbsr along idLth the cathode follev«p 
%diich vas attached ^ i t coiqprise a single taait (the scintillation 
head)* 4 eylinderioal Mui»>Ba8^ etio idiid^d i s prodded around the 
pbotomultiplier to avoid deflection of electrons in the 
photonultiplier by stray aagaetio fields* ^ e ifoltage to the 
different dynodes i s i«>plied by the net vorfe of the resistance^, 
avalanche of the electrons arriving at the anode, forms a voltage 
pulse across ttie resistance vhidi i s coupled to the cathode follower 
by 30CX) pf oondanser* fhe cattiode follower consists of ffitadniature 
3o 
tttb« CK 608* Cathode follower matches to tho low liwput 
impodenoe of t&e linear mplXSiw* 
mj^iinGAUGu mu PULSE mi,mt mtij^tsis, 
The pulses of the order of 30 ifolts at the tfiode are fed 
to linear anplifier (Atomic lfod«3. 204 C) throu^ cathode fbllower* 
The Mplifioatioit can be varied betvean 3600 nid 9000 tinea* ^ t 
input tine constant can be varied froii 0»26 /^ to :&S^ in 7 staps 
afid risai U a e o f the pulses ffon 0*8/*^ to 2 /^^ • Idnearity «id 
stabi l i ty i s a^deved by tw^ three stage ^^^ badi systcn* This i s 
the sane design as that of the BaiU. Jordan dreiuit* The out«pnt 
ptases vhioh are nearly one/^ see idde var^ s^ka^  fzom 0 to 300 iR>lts 
in heights* 
Idnearly siiplified pulses are fed to the single channel 
pulse height analyser (Atomic Model 530) %^ch i s osptuVl^ of 
determining ^ e pulse amplitude qpeetrum of voltage pulses thus fed* 
This instrument gives an output pulse only iidien input pulse hew 
amplitude falling between the two predetermined leveDT* Pulses of 
al l other h e i s t s are rejected* The differonoe between t w as^litude 
leve ls i s called the channel width and the lower level voltage the 
base line* This provides the normal ohanne3. i d d ^ from 0*5 to 
30 voltSf (the channel width above 5 volts i s not reliable)«id 
base l ine setting from 0 to 300 volts* 
The pulses from the pulse h e i ^ t malyz&c are fed to the 
sealer of scale of 128 (Huclear l4odel 302} • The resolving time of 
the scaler i s 0^2/^ sec said i t i s sensitive for input pulses of 
0*6 volts* Finally pulses are recorded by cyclotron recorder* 
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fhe arrangacjent of sc in t i l l a t ion head coupled to th« 
l inear amplifier, pulse height analyzer uith scaler ^ d recorder 
as ffiflntLoned ateve referred in the present i«>i<k as single channel 
flpeotronietar» 
arUOLB CHAKHBL SCIHTILI.AnO!l SPBCgROMCTER. 
,( A) SPSClltoSqCP^ OF GAH^A,RAYS, 
aingle channel sc in t i l l a t ion spectrometer using HaKTL) 
crystal i s used to find the en«rgy and the in tensi ty of gaiana>rays 
enitted tton radio»active nuclei* l^fferential distr ibution of 
pulses for mono*energetic gansa-rays has been meafiired for 
studying the re^onse of the sc in t i l la t ion spectroiaeter* 
I l l u s t r a t i v e •]can9)l0S have been shovn in figure 8* i^ he peak due 
is-
to photo-elQCtrons of 1.114 Mev of Zyxis clearly indicated* fhe 
pulse height at maximum counting r a t e of t l ^ s peak i s due to 
1*114 Mev ga»ia»ray* Pulse spectrum of mom>*mergetie geDB»-rays of 
G»^^ , Hg^^ , W^^ and Mn®^  have been aeaaired m& pulse heights 
corresponding to maximum counting r a t e of the photo*peaks i s plotted 
versus energies of ganaa-rays (figure 9)« IMs straight l ine passes 
through zero showing thereby the l inear res|>onse of the scintillatior 
spectrometer* Hesolution of the spectrometor i*e* full width at 
half maximum of the photo-peak divided by pulse height for the 
gsmi»(»ray| should be small in order to resolve the gamma-ray of 
saall energy oifferonce* Hasolutlon versus l/Cenergy) i s plotted 
as s}K>wn in figure 30* ^ihis i s straight l i ne passing through zero* 
This property i s of fundamental importance in det^nnining the 
a>unts und^ photo-peaks in the complex spectrum of more than 
one gaOBft-ray* ^ e counts under photo-peaks for a part icular 
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gmms^rsy are determined as folio vat Hesolutloii of the apeetreaeter 
for the p9ak of the givon «iergy can be obtsliied tvom the tlffXf 30* 
Thus ful l vidth at half aaxistiiB la knovb fbr the given pedc* A ftOLl 
photo*pedi of gauaalan nature l a reoonstruoted froa the knovledge 
of the heaf %ddth mC the faot that tSAs iddth i a at half aasdaua* 
Due to miper poaitioa of the Qoi^ton speetnia of varioua 
gaaaaorasrsi i t i a not poaaihle to 8epia«ate the total nuabsr of 
eoimta for the ^eotnu;? of single energy gsraaa^ rajry wad h«iee the 
relat ive intanaltiea* On the oth^» hand the intensity of e a ^ 
gaaaia-ray aay he found by oounting the pulses in photo-»pedc8 by the 
method described above* Xhe oounts in the photo*peaks ooabitted idth 
the absorption coefficient of the crystal due to photo^eleetrie 
effect %iould have resulted in detersdng the relative intanaities 
of gaiiiBa»rays, i f these ooimta in the photo»peii£S are only due to 
phDto«eIeotrie effect* If a gosBa-ray i s losing anergy by nuaber of 
oons^^Uetive Con t^on processes and finaPLly by photo*eleotrio effect 
the pulse h a i ^ t thus produced in this process %dll be of the sane 
height as due to single photo effect combined with the iodine ^ray 
thus eoitted* In figure, H i s ^lovn the difference between the 
calculated ^ '"" ' and 
photo-+-oofflp«-i- pair 
the total counts for the varioue gaBna»rayj€ttoggieg* 
experimental BtoterPiiit , ia made use in finding the relative 
intanaitiea of gamaa^rays* Tbm effective photo^peafc efflcienoy 
for the detection of the oounts undi^ photo*pesk i s givon hf 
Counts under photo>peak ^ ^^^ efficiency of that gaaB».ray* 
Ibtal count a 
2x3 . 
^<m the gmmetmrgf 1® abaorbAd at the aarfaec, wpeeiAlf 
i^ Qii the «iergy of the g8Piaft»ray i s 10% the ioai&e K»vay eeeipes 
froa the eryttal| thus a peifc i s obtained at a lover energy ^an 
the photo«»pe4c by SB Kev* this peak i s oalled the eseapa peak* 
Soaetime i t i s required to loiov the intmsity of the ese^pe peA 
to a particular gaoaia»ray %dien this disturbs the nsii^bouring 
gaBaia»ray» ^ e variation of the in tensile of the escape peak for 
various gafBBi»»ray energies i s givsn by HeOfom* 
Single channel scintillation s|)ootroraeter using plastic 
scintillator i s used to find the distribution of energy of bet*>rays 
and in determination of beta^ray snd point energies emitted by 
radio*active nuclei* 
She refi|)onse of plastie sdntillatimi spectrometer for 
iBono«energetiG electrons {BSO Kev) fiom the internally converted 
gafiaaa»rays of the Cs^^ has been given in figure 12* Fxos tbis 
the resolution of the apectroneter (fidl %ddth at half masiBUM 
divided by pulse he i^t for 633 Kev ^eotrons) i s obtained* And 
also pulse height produced per Mev for the electrons i s obtained* 
i:he preparation of the thin source i s essential as in 
magnetie spectrographs whids otherwise lidll distort the speatnn* 
23ie counting rate i s neasured using single chimisl pulse 
height analyser for beta radiation emitted ffom the source* 
Th9 observed apectrua should be corrected for the resolution factor 
of the ^ectroaeter* Xhis resolution correction has be«i folly 
discussed by Patoer and LasSett i2BS0}* The true pulse jQsectraa 
i s obtained from the observed apectnm by the esipression given belovt 
3>^ 
SQC^) ^S oorreoted eountliig rat«« 
N^<S) i s the •sqpsriiBCMfitaL oountlng ratd* 
/ It 
He(£), Ne<IO are the f irs t md seooM dea*i\rativ«s of N(£)« 
K "^  • ^ ^ ^ u " vhare w<S) i s the half %&dth at half aaxU&uA of tho 0»69&c2S 
photo«pedk produced by the radiation of the energy E» 3)ie K factor 
i s oo&atant for the q;>eotroBietair nhieh i s ofetained for the pedc of 
eao^iatemally converted eleotrons frosi G» * • In plotting the 
Fersd*Curie plot, the oorracted ^eetrun i s obtained by the above 
isethod* 
^noe the scinti l lators are not linear in lov energies 
(Hopkins, 39S0),8D they cannot be used to Und the true distribution 
at low energy beta^ray spectrun* 
In a source containing both beta»»ray md gaESA#»rayf the 
s^ectrun due to gama<»ray em be found out t^ putting the absorb«r 
vhich i s Just thidc soough to absorb all the bet»»rays* the correetiei 
for the absorber for gaaaA-raya can, of ooursey be implied* On the 
other hand for measuring only beta-ray apectnaa in above easei the 
total speotruEi may be tskmi and subtracted from the speetrun of 
the gat^a^raye as obtained abeve# 
Split crystals are aosietioes used for getting rid of 
batifc scattering of beta»partdleles« Scattering either reduces the 
e f f i o i^cy of detection by scattering back the beta»particles or 
gives r i se to very small pulse height for those panotrated iliich 
pen^ferate a l i t t l e &a4. then are scattered back* 
But in the organic crystals md plastic scintil lators the 
scattering i s very lov due to lov Z (C - 6, B^D* 
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introducQd In one ohaim«l« A ourve was dp&wi I'oy nuaber 
of coincidanoM vmtma dttlays, resulting in a peiic* The reaolutlon 
time thus obtained fvoa the peak i s ^^  S x ]iS^^ 
S"8 
ill III Fill fiiiiB, infl-iifiiiiiifl* 
Bbf6l:adt«r and H^Qt3rr«| Fli3r»« H«v« 79f S ^ ll^aD) 
Me<lov^i B»tmgmmm^W9y SpeetTosoopyt page 3M (3956) 
ISC « ^ 4 (39aD} 
Hol3l&aon and Ltfigor, Fhys« ll«v« 3001 3B66 (:IPSB) 
t a ^ r dt ia.f t^3i7»« ^^ «V» 8 4 | 3034 (3963j« 
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CHAPTim II I , 
lh« i&vegtlgations of the ddeay of Ha"*"" by prevlotta 
%R>]^ ors (M«t 9t tSL (3960), MandoTillo and Shipiro (1960)« Kondaiah 
(I960} ate*) haTO astaKliahad Uia% 
(a) one beta tranaltioii leads to an iaoawlo state of Rh'^ *' of 
66 ffllnutes taalf*Xife v M ^ deoayjbjr asdttiiie 40 Ker e«Ria«>ra3r» 
(b) Another beta traoaltloR i s in oolndLdenoe %&th 496 Kev 
gaaaia»ra7» 
Goi9c et aX (2962) reported tm more gama^rays of 630 KeT 
and 62 K6¥ md proposed that ^ e y are in ooinoidaice ndth beta rays 
of BaadJiuB energies of 3 ^ Kev and 696 Kev reiapeetLvely* %ey 
also laeasared the K/L ratio for oonversion eieetrons of varioaa 
ganna-rays md proposed a deoay sehsne* But recently the 
investigations of the deoay of Ba by Saraf (3966) using tvo 
sointilXation ipeotrometers in ooineidenee revealed tm 
giwama oasaades of 666 Kev tfid 66 Ker and 440 Kev & 66 Kev« Re 
further aeasured the oonveriAon eo<*efficient of 66 Kev radiation 
to be 1*2 ±0*3 and attributed i t to Mx transition* He l\irther 
proposed the deoay sohane of i h ^ ^ and &saimo& the ^pins and 
p a r l t l , . on a.*U lto<!*l. On th . o t h « luod A A ^ (3»66) ha. 
303 
retported the lUoonversion of 66 Kev from the deoay of Pd • 
4 
m s Value i s > 3 0 «hioh corresponds to % or M5 transition* 
Investigations of these t w ganft»>ray easeades by Saraf 
(3966) calif for the directional correlation of these two 
ga0Bfr»ray;^  iMch oan fac i l i ta te the «pin assignment «ith the 
v>3 303 
e3dSting Uterature on the decay of Hu and Pd * 
lOKeu 
f"^  iSoX 
SSKsv 
rpoM THP r>ec/JY of j^tf^ 
49Sf<cu 
(,10 /eel/ 
fi'oise /^£/6f-/T fN yoi rs 
F/6. /6 /7 
The source vaa obtslnod ffom Oak IRldge RatLen&L 
Laboratory in the form of Bads in HQ solution* %e aolutien 
was dried in amall per apex eeOll (about 1 sm b^ r X !»}« 
the apparatus oonsiata of tvo 8<3i&tilXatiott speetroBetars 
in GoinoidMioe idth a reaolfing tine of 2 z S (Chapter XX)• 
the eryatale are H inches diameter and 1 inch in thi«lmess« 
the ^eotroaeter vas oalibirated for variotts gasmiewray mergies* 
(1) apgCIRIlM OF OiBO<A»RA3i:S> 
Margies of gamma radiations were studied by single 
channel scinti l lation spectrometer i ^ o h revealed tSie existance 
of gammft»ray mergles at ao» 66, 466 and 630 Key. the figure 30(a) 
S)3 
shovs the spectrum of gaanaa radiations from the decay of Hu • 
(2) ggiffffitpjafffii m¥im* 
(a) the existahoe of t%o gamma^ ray cascades (656 Yev& 56 Keif 
and 440 Kev & 56 Kev) vere confirmed by measoring the coincidences* 
For this one chann^ accepts only photovpealc due to 56 KeT (in 
tvo volts flannel iddth, one volt correi|>onding to 12 Kev) and 
the other channel scanned the qjectrum in the region above 360 Kev 
keeping the chaimti. %ddth of 1 volt* the t w pedes corresponding 
to 655 Kev and 440 Kev vere founds in the coincidence spectrum* 
(b) Xn the other set of ooincidcxioe studies one dunnel 
aceapts the radiation spectrum above 360 Kev (using as discnmlnator) 
and the otheat channel scanned ^ e i^eotrum in lov energy region, 
using one volt channel v l d l ^ the ooinddance studies thus revealed 
the exist^ioe of tto peaks one at 20 Kev ««id other at 66 Kev* this 
20 Kev peak i s lUrays which i s due to internal conversion of 
56 Kev ganmiaprays* the figure 36(b) ^lovs t^e coincidence spectrum* 
(3) AR(H;LAR CX)aBELA7I0N OF 555.56 K«T and 44(V66 Kev 
jjAMtlA»BAX CASCADB8* 
^9 vxpertmrntA arrangeacnt of the %vo soiatlXXatioii 
deteotort tor these tm oxperiB^iits i s shoitn in the photograph 
in Qiapter XZ« She t%«> detectors are amounted on a VDOdon tahle 
vhioh are noveahLe idth r e j e c t to eaoh other« She front faee 
of the erystaXs are aazked X and ZI» The angle between ^ e two 
crystals i s tak«i to be the angle between the centraS. ax^es of 
the crystals f e c i a l care vas talcsn to keep the csntraiL ax|:es 
in the Sfifte pXtfie* 3he an«pLes v«re read froa the circie drain 
on the table on which the detectors are mounted* She angle could 
be neasored vwy aeorately* She source in a aaall perspex cel l 
was mounted on a p«rqpez stand so that the source i s exactly 
at the centre of the rotation for the two crystals end also the 
source was exactly equidistance fros the crystals* £bth the $ 
scinti l lat ion Aeads are f itted on the pwap9X plates iMch are 
BOTable from the esntre where the source stands (Photograph)* 
F0LL0WI8Q fWD EXPISIXMSIITS WSKS PERfORHJ^ i 
(a) %e individual counting rates of these two detectors 
were measured at differant angles which reaained constant for 
each detector (within the stat is t ical fluctuations) there by 
assuring that the source i s equidistant from the crystaSS 
(b) In the present experiment, the very int«ise gagni»»rays 
of 61D Kev and 486 Kev are involved* Shair soattearing from the 
crystal which may vary from differant anglesi may disturb the 
true oorralation distribution by being detected by the other 
crystal* In order to get rid of this 8(^ttwlng| the source was 
k ;^>t 7 OB from the crystal to subtond a small solid angle* ^nce 
137 Cs amits gamm»»rays of 660 Kev of about the ssoe energies 
I 
6 £?(P^/?/Mef^r/7i. po//\/rs 
—— — LE^srssoARE nr ct//eu£ DJP^^MA/ ^f^re/? tv/'fLYff^G 
/7 fi ^/V6i£ S£rr/A/6 
^A©^Z/7>e CORJ^£L^T/OAf a£rtV££Af (SSS Aevi-'^'^0/Cc»^ 
fySS/<€v <:/9/^Af^ f?/7rS £/?C/^ rH£ D£C^y OF' ^ccf 
T 
r/6.I7B /^A/<^^£ s£rrw6: 
as onoountio'dd in the prasont experimaat, the same amount of 
137 Intense source of Cs was mounted in the ssBte position and the 
<H>ineid«iee oounta vhioh were only due to ba^c scattering were 
noted dowi at various m^% keeping one chann^ at 66 Kev with 
a ehannel iddth of 2 volts and other detector detecting the *" 
gaiaaa*rays above 360 Kev* The counts Itms obtained are alnost 
random and renained nearly constant %dth aai^e thereby assuring 
the back scattering i« alnott negliiilba.e» 
For studying the angular oorrdeHon t^e source was 
mounted at 7 cm as described above* 
(a) For studying the anpilar correlation of 66 Kev and eeS* Kev 
gaBi8ia»rayS| one detector aco^ts photo^peiic due to 66 Kev 
gsBBsa-rays in a channel width of 2 volts and the other detector 
detects al l the garaia»rays above 605 Kev (using as discriBiinator}* 
The ooinoidenee and randoa counting rates wove aeasured at 
different angles between the two detectors (the detector which 
accepts 66 Kev radiation i s fixed said the other detector movalsle)* 
The figure 17(a) shows the e3q}«niBental coincidflRce counts after 
subtracting £nB the randon counts* 
(b) For the angular correlation studies between 66 Kev and 440 Kev 
one detector acc^ts photovpeak due to 66 Kev gassBB»"rays in 
channel width of 2 volts and the other detector accepts al l 
the gaoBft^rays above 400 Kev (using as discriminator)* Q&e 
coincidence and ran^a counting rates were measured at different 
lOigles in similar manner* The figure 17(b) ^lows the eaiperimental 
coincidence counts after subtracting fkssm l^e ra^ Gbm cot»ts* 
This angular correlation i s between 56 Kev and (440 Kev 4- 666 Kev) 
gamme-rays* 
^3 
The ooifioidaico oountliig rate after dabtraetL&g tbt 
randoaa I s fitted hy the least 8<|aare f i t ts the eqaatlon* 
R e ( 6 ) « 1+A!». Pft. <^®)+ A;, P^  ( ^ e ) 
Ho C » ) = Qountlng rate 
A^  and h^ oorraHation eoeffldmts 
%e least square f i t i s done as fbllovsi \x^ using the equatioa 
aftfflP Hose (B6J3) - ^1^ -
i^ere /(•^ .-'^ eA^ «»dol.tr «<'oA«, v«lg^t W^, la invers^y ppoportlonal 
to ta&e square of the steward deviation \j (Hoc)] %> have 
right hand side rainiffinmi the l irs t differential of lef t h«id aide 
should be seiro* Q^tms by dlfferoitlatlns this equation %dth reapect 
to ^e o(w and ^ 4 | one gets tSiree slsiulta»oous equations* 
33ms knoidng Bo2^  (the counting rate) and ^(Ho^) at eaoh angle 
and susBBing ovexwall the angleS| one gets throe ecmations and 
from t^ese three equations,one finds three ooeffKdents oi^'^^o^'i 
md hence A|^  and A^ • 
Theae ooeffidsnts l^ and A^  were correeted for finite 
solid lAgles of the detectors* this subject of correction has beon 
treated K^  Bose in det^l* Xn the present iiork l^s value of 
att«a.t lon f a c t o r ( ^ U ^ ) has be« t * » fK«, tt,a taUa. e lv« 
by Bose and verilied eaqperimsntally by Kl^m md MeOroin (2953)* 
The oonditionf in the present esperiBient i s sme as used by Hose 
in ttie tables for attenuation ooeffiGient (diaeetes* ^ inches 
thidsness 1 inch and the distc^ce from the source 7 GBI}« 33ms 
the product ofn-Ji^ for the two gasaiia»>rays involved in the 
^ Jo 
above eq^tion i s taken fron the talales and the corrected value 
of the coefficient i s obtained by the relation A _ J^ . , ^ . A , , 
^ Jo Jo 
Zn the other esQierifflent the value of(IfiJ\ for (440 Kev-f-sao Kev) 
gaBBB»»raarSt the value for l&e aean of tSie tm gtimm^reya it taken* 
fhe theoretieal oorre^ation function i s for point souree* 
The asdai correction has becii disoussod hy FenssoX m^ Fptfikel. (3955)* 
In the pres^it wzk the diaenaions of the aouree i s mall «ioug|i 
to neglect this correetion* 
the direetionaOL oorreOLation funotlon \H.&) obtained for 
565 Kev and 66 Kev gmm^^T^fa i s as J^ Il<»tms« 
In the simiXar maxm&tf the oorr€3.ation function vaa obtained 
for {6(56 \ 4m Kev) & 56 Kev * Xhe ssiguaar correOLation of 566 
and 66 &ev vas subtracted taking the ratio of the intensities of 
666 Kev and 440 Kev gaotta^raFs to be 1 i 1 (Sarafy 1966)* Qie 
directional oorreXatlon function thus obtained for 440 Kev and 
56 Kev gaB»»*rays i s as fbllovst 
On the other ha»d i f the data i s fittod by the least s<|U8re f i t 
method to the equation ^ 
She correlation fUmstionsW (^)obtained ^ e as foliovst 
For 666 Kev . 66 Kev cascade 60 C e) - I - o - \ ^ ^ ± o o \ \ P : ^ ( ^ 0 
For 440 Kev • 66 Kev cascade ^ C e ) - V-t 0 • c.5 ± o - o l ^ ?^^ e 
Vtien this uork on angular correlation vas complctei 
FlacSc and Hason (396B) reported alioilar voxk on angular corrslatien* 
Tt9 present values are alaost the ame aa those of Flack and Mason 
D/Sih/T£6PA^T/0N SCHeAf£ O/^ 
/OS THE vec^y o^ pu 
R^^ C^Oc/a^s) 
<i,/0Keu. 
4o /(eo 
nc. /<?. 
US" 
(1968)* fhd aiffereno9 in th^r exp&nm^at m& tiiat of the 
present onei i s that they measared the m^^ oorr^atloa 
between ^ e cascades selecting a part of photowpeslE of reapeetlYe 
gsoraa raya in tie channeOls, thaa having poor atatlstiesi on the 
other hand, in the presoit measurements statlstlea ia ii^reved 
beeauae in one angular correlation all fh.e counts abo're @D5 Kev 
are taken md in other m^X&P oorFolation the oomhlned coimts 
of photo*pee3c aie to 440 Kev enA B55 Ketr gmm& r«iys are Ukmk 
as discussed abaire* 
Saraf (1965) has p?oposdd a tcsitative level schoie 
by energy md cDincidenco <rtnslderations as shDWi in figure 2S| 
%M<*i has been supported by Bobtnaon md La»ser <a968)« the spin 
1D3 fflid aagnetic jooaent of Hh has been saesurod by iCuhn and 
Msodgate (2961) giving ground state of % as pj. .40 Kev 
tratfisltion i*lch i s due to S7 mts iaomorio state, has bean 
classified (Ooldhaber and HllX) as ^ transition vhioh means 
that 40 Kev level i s 7/2 • 
J%rthar, Saraf (1955) has measured the internal 
conversion coefficient to be 1*S±0.0 for 55 Kev gsRaaft^ ray* 
fhis result i s similar to thQ present estimate of the conversion 
ooeffioi€tit of 55 Kev g«s»»*ray« r^om the tames of flose imSB)^ 
the conversion coefficient for 55 Kev radiation i s 1.66 far M^ 
transition and o»67 for g{ transition* hooking to the measured 
value of l*Si:o#3, the tm oxts'sma values are 0*9 ^d ImS » 
Xlms thesd lator Hmltt ar® (|uitd near to either Si or M^  « 
If ve aswoid i t to be miztare of %4-% thtt| the aiztare vaXue 
ean be of the order of 0«01 to 0*03 • fiat im. botli oasest the 
value of AX ia OyXi ao l^at ^ e iQ>in of the &6 Kev Xevea. say be 
7/2i o? V^ or 9/a « Saraf end alao l^adc and Maacm have t#E«B 
the value to be 0/2 to thia leveH baaliiif their argtaaoita on the 
shell Bodal.* 
4es Kev eaiane»ray i s «lth«f M^  or % trtfu^tion from 
the aeasuraffiant of the oonversLoa aoefflcieiit and . ^ 
IT 
ratio*BeasuraBanta (i^gelder (3953)* 
fhe aepin of the ground leved of %r^^ has been t^an 
by previous uozfcara (Saraff ^ack ipd Maeon) to be e/2 or 7/2 
on the basis of lOiall nodal* %e p*ray grot^ of 227 ^ 4 Kev 
Slid 139 ±4 Kev maxiisum oiergy have bean measured recently by 
BoMnaon and Langer ilBSB)* The FerBti*Oarie plot resulta in 
allowed sh«^e from iMch 635 Kev and 650 Kev levala may be 
assi^ed my of the ^lina out of 3/% 1/2, 7/Sf 9/2 • 
3!he present study of the angular correlation was carried 
out to decddOi i f po8sil3le» which, of the asal^iments i s suitalile* 
She angultfp correlations studies have bean tfialysed l^r i l l tiie 
varioua posalMlities for the cascades to be oixtore or pure ete* 
Shi a anolyais has bean done hy the method givea by &mB and 
ViS.edanbe<flc (395B)» ft If Qyis the fraction of ly-V 1 multipole in the 7 nixed 
transitioni then (1 • Qy^) i s the fraction of X>y multipole 
transition* Ihe % for ^e'^ nixed transition with the mixture 
fraction Qy i s given by Ams and Itedenbeck to be • 
Hie fU&ctioiisF,<^  ate* in this equation are MjBilar as tbos« 
m 
given by ^ddenliazii and Bo an (1&53)« She rei^reamtatioa of tlie 
t«ic» are ooaseotfed like thist / . 
She values of these functiofis are tdcen f!»m the tat)(les of 
^ledenham md Rose (^53)* ^ r a easeade tl^ ec^eilsQiital vaUue 
£0T % Is giV« % :^  % % • 
?Ms equation tciices a sis9>le fozm i f one ti*mflition i s a pure 
ffiultipole and t^e other transition Is a ndxture of dipole anil 
(luadrupole radiations* 
In this aa^ysis of the angular ooFre3.atii^ of tMD 
casoadeS| felXo%d&g four cases may ooour t* 
(1) 66 Kevy 555 ICev and 440 Kev garauiprays sio^ be all pure 
dipole or ^zadrupole transitions* 
(11) 65 Kev Bay be a pure dipole and 555 Kev and 440 Kev 
radiatltm stay be a slxture of dipoie and (psdr^pole 
trgnsitieauN 
( i l l ) 55 Kev gaiBBUi»ray may be a mixture of dipole and c t^t^ rapole 
radiation and 440 Kev and 556 Kev may be pure dipole or 
quadrille transitions, 
(iv) 56 K&Tf 555 Kev i«id 440 Kev gasiBa«ri^ may be a mixture 
of dipole and <|uadn:qpole transitions* 
BeloVf details of ^ e method are given asraiEdng the ^ in of 
95 Kev leve^ to be 9/2 • Xhe similar prooo t^ere vas l^slloved 
for the other t«o possibilities e*s* 7/2^ or ^2 for the 96 Kev 
level* In the case of apin value of 9/2 for the level 95 Kev, 
m/fiYJ/s OF /f/^cifia^ co/?si/?T/oA/ Z)/?T/? 
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us 
the spin TaXue of S/2 for the leveis of S3B m^ 6£0 Kew cm b« 
ruXod outy b9ce»80 this vLIl lead to vea^ fllLov tranaltloB iMch 
18 not supported Toy ooi&eid«iioo neasaranenta* 
iBAggrli iafftii fffHiim rayi In t w oftagfldta laramart ttnoXa ag 
Ttm thaoretieal vaaiuas of Ag £br t^e spin as8lsEiB«at8 
(9/2 - ^ 9 / 2 - ^ 7 / 2 ) i s - 0»14 , Ibr (7/2->0/3-^7/2) i s 0*09 
m& for iS/2-^9/2-^7/2) la - 0»13 • BiSis for the easoade 
(566 K0V • 65 KeT) | the eaqperlBiaital VQIU«| f i t s in spin 
assignBont of ^2 and 9/2 for tha 1®V(^  650 Kmr but on tisa othar 
handf none of tha spin vaPlttaa f i t s for 536 Keir levai* A ear tain 
asalnaaait of Bdztoras to thosa radiationsi aayt taovavory giva 
Goaffioiants «fai^ aro in agreesiflat tdtli es^ aviiBaiitaSl TaXuas* 
ffAgfiiiII» 85 SaY ' fflrty l a > pttra ttftota tgiaalttQa md 4 ^ Rig 
and 565 Kev trtfisitions are oiaEliiras of dipoia md 
cSaLtOspxpoXe trfl«isitions» 
nia spin vaXua of 636 and 6€0 Kav levels may be my of 
t 
l^ase values {^2 or 7/2 or 9/2) « In tills ease tlie alova 
00 affl dents titca t^e form as folio wet* 
^ - 4 4 = \^lix - Qi) ^l^\LQid • Qi)!^ ""^  
^ Oi"' Ql3 a^ i:^  
l^a plot of i^ * varsns Qx results in a ellipse anu ^^versus Q|, 
results ixi a straii^t liaa«- As one of the ^a^oltlons i s a pure 
dipoloy A4 idll not eiist* ^ p l j ^ e this method| Various 
^ l ipses tee^ plotted as ^lom in figure 29 ( I ) | assimlAs the 
^9 
spins of lovea.8 535 mA 66D Kev aa 7/2 and 0/^ and koipinf the 
apln valae of 96 K^ v XovsSL as 9A « %e aa|>si?ift»tal valuas for 
tlio cascades 440»66 Kev md 666»66 E@7 are slioiA by tlie dotted 
lines* 3he e]9eriaeati3. vaPlues eat tlie ellipse at tvo points* 
Sims ^ i n vaStues of 7/2 and 9/2 are posailS.e for 535 mA 650 Kev 
leTel.8 Id til vip^ous nixtores aa ^lom in figure 39 (I)* iFbr tlie 
spin values of e/Z for tjbe levea^s of 536 mS, €50 KeVi tlie 
tranaitioft should be pnv^f c^adn^joie as^sctng no odxtore of 
^1 = 3 traiEialttons* IMs has been disoussed in Case Xy in lOddi 
the spin Value of ^2 nay be posai!i.e fbr 660 Kev and i s ruled out 
for 536 Ker« 
and 56 Key radiation een be ojartare of Mi and Ija .fv 8i 
Various ellipses are plotted as atioiA in figure 39 (ID* 
Here the aixture i s tafetn in 66 Kev gmam rayt Xn this ease 
i f a certain value of nixture for 56 Sev satisfies taie 
exi^erinental coefficients for one of the cascades as for exsi^le 
556 Kev •• 66 Kevy than the mm* value of mijElaire shotad satisfy 
the other cascade i*e» 440 Kev • 55 Kev* Haferring to the 
figure 39 (XX) the following coneiusion oay be dram* i f ^ in 
value of 7/2 i s possible for 636 Kev leveS.* ^ 2 may be assif&ed 
to 650 Kev level* fiSlisilazay 9/2 level for 536 Kev correiqponds 
to V2 md 9/2 for 650 Kev* /igain ^ 2 for 536 Kev eorresponds 
to ir/2j^for 650 Kev levd* Xn th© case of as^i^dng ^2 for 
535 Kev and 650 Kev lev€a.Sf the adxture so obtained fbr 66 Kev 
li^tild also satisfy the eaqperiaeatal value of A4 • From the 
So 
las t tff&mm% ^2 OiButot be asssl^ed to 660 Km ldVia.| tut 
may b« assigned to S35 Kev lavol* 
ffASi 11* liflB lath tito ferftnffiittniia in tSsm mmtnH^M ayflitatlagi 
nCi fli ml ft finfl tam^ntaQj s teigiaft tloaa* 
In tMs case ilg ^ % > ie azid A4 = A4 A4 * 1li« Taluas 
of ii and i}k ar© plotted for (9/2 -> 0/2) i«id 7/S -?- 0/2) idtb 
Blxtore value of Qi icid i^ gad A4 estm plotted for (0/2 -> 7/2) %dtli 
niaiitiive Valae of Qg as aboMi la flgtire 20* Tim harperlolaa are 
plotted l^r % by the e(iaatlon i^ » Jig %| a« i^ %n in ligore aOy 
talking the value of le aloiig as-azle Udd plotting ilg aorre«q>oBdiag 
to the value in tliia e^uatioti* She es^ jMl ourvea are flhom for 
A@ = • 0»liB2±o»01X for ^ e easeade S^ttTKov <»55 Kev «id dotted ^°^<^ 
curves are for Ae = 0*040 ±0,0IS for t^e oasoades (558 Kev • 66 Kev) 
The Bizture of Mg in ^ has been fixed tjy the oonversion 
eoeffioiabt to be 0«01 * »03 for 55 Kev gaoBMi ray» vMoh detoonsines 
the range of Qg * A particular range of % idLll oorreapond to a 
certain range of 4e iddch can be found out from the corresponding 
ellipses as tSobm. in figiire 20 by t^e dotted line* Again taie r«ige 
of Ag «hi^ corresponds to this r«age of % can be found out 
fzom the hjiperbola correagponding to the eo^eriiaantal value* One 
may than find out the range of Q^  correas}onding to this range of 
^3 as tSaoWk in figure 20 by the shaded area* ^a» value of Q|. 
obtained in this manner Should also satisfy A4 value* She 
fblloidng are the results of the anad-ysis done ih this vagrt 
for gfifi Sny ft 68 Si? fifliOiitlai ^ e value of % ^®" ^ ^® trngm 
of aero to 0*63 for the aaaipiment of 7/2-> 0/2->7/2 and 
0*1 t© 0*08 for 0/2-> 0/2->7/2 idiaa tho value of Ag la fixed 
%-^% 
. I /«• 
/ 
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/ 
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FIG. 20 
ftom the valu© of Ag and qQ for 9/2 -^  7/8 # ©» vai.u« of 
A4 obtained l i e s ifi the riaige of •IAO to *4»]y5 vhioh i s 
detenained by the A4 "^  A4 ^ • Qte riioge of 44 i s fixed by 
the oonverslon coefficient value Ibr 5& Km trittsltloii* Ihe 
theogotteal value ? i^  A^^ in 9/S ^ 9/S l i e s in betveen 0 to 0*6 
for the ni3Etture of Qi ra^giag for 0 to 1 ma the TaPlue for 
A4 in 7/8-> e/8 l i e s in betveea 0 t» «0«46 £br aixtare Qj, 
rangine fron 0 to 1* These values do not satisfy the eaqpwiaental 
O) 
range of •laO to •4f 20 for 1^ 0 values obtained for A4 « Sb 
the possibility of 7/2 md 9/2 spin assi@B&@nt of the levsa. 
630 Kev i s ruled out in this ease* yhaa. the spin value of B/2 
i s taken for 660 Kev level| i«e« the S|»in assl^uaents are 
(^2-^9/2-^7/2) , 535 Kev transition should be quadn^polei 
because the aixtore of ^  X ^ 3 i s ruled out* Shis has been 
diseussed in Case ZZI| idiere i t was shoui that ^2 i s not pos^bLe* 
Tbus the oonelusioni that no spin value suits for 650 Kev out of 
these Values ^ 2 , VSf 7/2, 9/2 idiich i s an is^irobable oonditLoa* 
out 
13ms the spin value of S/2 for 96 Kev level i s ruled in IMs ease 
ijhen bo1^ l^e transitions are mixture of dipole and quadmqpoXe* 
She ^ i n asslgmBsnt of ^ 2 and 9/2 i s possible for the 536 Kev 
leveS. by similar arg^mts* She results can be suomerised 
as follovst-
S'^ 
has the spin value of 9/2 • 
CaM I Case it 
Leveil Both tlia tro^ BS Kev pure altloasin tlie 
oaaoaSdtf are 
para* 
are aixture* 
(Saaem 
65 K&9 i s tihe 
BcLxture and 
others are 
pure* 
Case xf 
All ^ e trtfialo 
tions are nlxtare 
of d&pole and (padr^ poXe* 
635 Mmr % vi^ue 
68D Keir S/2 , 9/3 
7/2, 9/2 9>^,^ ,V2 
SI%l/%%/2 9/2 
^2^ 7/2 
Mo Value 
lA a aiJBllar aanaer, la^ e aioaXysis i s aone aMund&e 
7/2 tfid ^ 2 s|>iii values for the level 96 K@v« She results tfe 
susaaarised as follovss* 
ZZ* The asslimB^its which are posaible ^m. 95 Ke^  levei 
has the spin value of 7/2 « 
^ase Z Case ZZ Case ZZZ 
Levea. Ebth the tran* B& Kev i s pure 66 Kev i s th© 
sitton^in the and others ndxtor© m& 
easoades are are aixture others are 
pure* pure* 
Case Zf 
All the tranai* 
tions 9X9 Bi3!:ture 
of dipole and 
^adr i^ le* 
535 Kev No value 
680 Kev S/2 
1/2 I 9/2 
S/2 , 9/2 
£io value 5/Z , 9/fe 
Ro value 
ZZZ* l^e assignmants vtiioh are possit4e %ftiaB 95 Kev leval 
has t^ ie v&iXL value of S/Z * 
Case i 6ase kz Case ZZZ 
Bo^ the tran** 56 Kev i s pure 56 Kev i s 
Case 1? 
All l&e trastisi* 
tiotis are mlattare 
of dipole afid 
quadr^le* 
Leval 
aitionsin the 
cascades are 
pure 
and others 
are mixture* 
the 
mixture and 
oth^s are 
pure* 
635 Kev 3/2 7/2 , 6/2 , ^ 2 7/2 9/2 
680 Kev Ho value 2/2 ^2 2/2 
7/2 , 2/2 
Ho value 
It i s eiddsiit from the alove discussioii that quit« a 
foil pGssils&litlefl oi ist for Tariotis oomMnatlons of flfplna* 
F^thor ooti«tderatloas th«i thoso disoussed above era raqjnirad 
to decide the aotual aasismmit of ipias* Cme su^ oonaidaratioii 
i s sh^X Bio(i«a.* If as ia nomialX^ r considared ty other iioxlcaa^ ai 
the aaaignmoat of 9/2 i a no at feaslhle for 9S Kev levaSLf th«i 
oestai& i^oaaiMlitles are ruled out* She vaa?iou8 poasiMlitiea 
are ai>paraiit froa fahle Z* Gf oouraei the alaove resulta are 
baaed on the preaant values of A4 ulth tha ciooted ^ror« 
On the other he^d| Fla^ and Mason, who have laore error than 
present eaae^ seed to favour aome aore poSj^MliUea alao* 
Hzt in any ease th^r oonelualon that 5/2 may be ruled out 
for 536 Kev leveO. does not seoi to be justified fzoQ our argmeata* 
fi fi f iiift s fliifiiiiiiiiii* 
AvigBOYf; ma0 Phsrv* Paris 1^ ^ <39iS) 
&jmn md Vtodantiddk, Physi* B®v« l i l | IBBI (BiB) 
Gork et «il| ftQTS* RQT* 8 6 | 576 ( B ^ ) 
BIttgelddr, f^C, Ph^s* H0T« 9 0 | SSD (3058) 
F6in@33.d sud Frig!ie6at Phys* a^v* 97, 3025 (1955) 
FXafi^  anA Maaoa^  Pro^* of Ptig^ s* Soo, ? i , 24? C:E93) 
QoXdhabor md m i l , Rav. Mod* Phys* ^ 398 Cl^^) 
Koadlahf Phars* B«v« 79t 893. (3&90) 
KXontii and MeClroui) PliysM H9T« 91 , ew (W&B) 
Kubn and lii>odsat«) Proo* iby« 8oc« %64|3090 CB5D 
Hioideidllo and Shapii^i Phya* Heir* 77% 4SD (BSD) 
Mai et aX% Ph^m Rev* 79, ^ 0 iW80) 
BoMaaoii md L«&g«r, Phya* Ren ^^9^ 3S65 (l^dB) 
Roae M«B»} Pliya. Hev« 9 1 | 630 (3S53> 
Boaa H«E«| Bet»»gaana ray S^eetsoaoopy, page 906 (3956) 
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GHAPT^ IV. 
IHYSSaiQAnOliS OF THE DBGAX Q^ P o ^ ^ * 
mSJkmmJSiMmkilmL* 
Hmy VDZk«ri (Qraea et al«f 3961), Za|ao ot ^ (3948) 
aidgbahn and aiatis (a94?)hav« invostlgat^ the radiations fVoa ^« 
d«ea7 of Po^^* Xho following facta have been establisheds* 
1« Ground level of Po^^ decays predoalnantly through m 
alpha of 6t3 Mev to the ground state of Pb • 
2« A snail fraction < ^ 30 ) of «ie ground state of Po^ ** 
decays through m iiLpha of 4*6 Hev to the excited level of Pb^^ 
followed by a gaBna^ ray of 800 Kev ((^aoe et al»| 3951) DeB«Qedettl 
and Mlnton (3952), 
3* A soft radiation of about 80 Kev has also been observed* 
Zajac et al (3948) concluded by tiie critloal absorption 
method that ^ e soft radiation was nuclear in origin* Or ace et al 
(3961) on the other hand, considered the soft radiation to be 
X-rays of Pb^^ , by the sane oritieal absorption method* Ihese 
X*rays were interpreted by thoa as due to t&e conversion of 
800 Kev gaBBA»rays* Conversion co*effioisnt obtained from their 
measuramsnts of X-rays, and conversion electrons was found to be 
6*7^.Sraoe et al (3961)suggested that 800 Kev gania»rays should be 
due to Kg transition* 
DeBsnedetti and Minton (3962) measured the angular distributiony 
between 800 Kev gana^-rays and 4*6 Kev alpha rays from iMch they 
concluded that 800 Kev gas«i*»ray8 wwe due to % trtfusition, for 
idii^ the K«conversion oo-effidsnt should be 0«009« This latttf 
oondttslon also f i ts better with the theoretical considerations 
«Published in IKio\ro Qim«ito vol*9y lio*4, 699 (1968) 
of thA dseay of Po (QoIdhatNir m^ atmyari 1961)• 
Barber istd HoilA (3S68) t«» naasared tbm total oonvaraloB 
oo*af£Lcleiit to ba 14^ niggasted t3iat a fraotloa of X»rayt say 
ba dua to tiba K»ahaXl lonisatton of alpha* i pasalng throui^ tha 
aourea* Pri&gla at al (2962) asti»atad tha oonyariioii oo«»affiei«nt 
to ba 20 to dO%» %a dlffaranea ia tha Talttaa of oonvaraioB 
oo»afflQi«it mth that of Qraoa at al (6*7^) «aa asqplai&ad aa 
dua to tha lUahall lonlsatlon dua to t3.phaa« 41 bur gar tfid 
Friadloddar (2961) naaaorad tha ooniraraloii ti.actrona idth a 
bata»ray upaotrogrmih tfid found tha oonveraton oo*^fiol«it to ba 
1 to 6^ 
In viav of theaa oontrovara&al rasulta about tha origin 
of 80 Kav radiation and about the axaat valua of oonTaraion 
QO*af{lQiant of 800 Kav gmmm^rtss^ a further atudy of tha 
radiation fron PoloniuB«2:K> waa und«Pt«iecn* 
Po ^prooured from Atomio Bck&tgy Goimaisaion Canada^  
vaa prepared by bonbarding ^gpa i d ^ aloir neutrona frois the reaction 
A" 
Ita activity at the tine of aeaaoraaont vaa 0*06 niero 
Qttri%^iiiXligr«u A aourca of 0*384 01/oB vaa prepared on a 
perapex diae* The apeotrun of the radiationa vaa ttkm %dth a 
aeintillation ^pectromet«^ uaing HaKtL) eryatal by placing ^ e 
a&urea right over the oryatal* %e 4;>aotfOBeter vaa ealibratad 
for diffwent energlea with g«iin».rays of Ca^^, Hg^ ® and Hu^ ® 

SI 
fihough absorber (perspex and alumlnitM) vas placed betveen th« 
aourcQ and crystal to absorb the alphas md conversion electrons* 
The Nal(TL) crystal was one inch in diaiaeter and half in(^ in 
thidcness* the (liffer^tLal spectrus thus obtained i s given in 
figure ^ (after subtracting the background) vdiich clearly 
indicates the presence of the radiations^one at 76 Kev and the 
other at 800 Kev* No other gaima»ray was noted betvaen 20 to ISO Kev 
The small famp9 at about 0«S7 and 0*40 Mev are due to back soatterin 
lAdeh vas oonfinaed by their relative reduction for very thin source 
The aeasurement of relative intensit ies of 76 Kev tfid 800 Kev 
radiations vere carried out as follovsi* 
Zhe detection efflciancy of the crystal for the t w radiations 
/Ltd. 
was takon to be (1 • e) where y^ls the total absorption oo»effleient 
for the particular radiation and *d* i s the effective path length 
of the radiation through the crystal* 13be value of 'd' was obtained 
by actually drawing various paths in the crystal sod taking their 
averages. The value of /^ was obtained fioBi the geaph of abaorptioii 
oo-eff ident of the gasn*-rays (K,megbito) (1955)• 
For detersiining the total counts of 800 Kev gania-rays 
i t s Compton distribution was drawn as shown in figure 22 by the 
dotted line* Knowing the resolution of the spectrometer at 800 KeV| 
i t i s possible to get the resolution at 76 Kev (Chspter ID* i ^ a 
this jUMi^ lMise of 76 Kev ganna»rays was deteimdned* Gbs t^on 
distribution of ^X) Kev g£eaB»>rays can th^n be drawn l^ smootiily 
Joining the base to the Goapton edge* 
Total counts for 76 Kev gamsmVaiy can, of course^ be 
determined directly by the area undac the pesSf^^ 
Finally the abissrptlon of these radiations in the aluminium 
(^z^O/UJi^i/'^ /17/1^^ i/J&ifOS&b' SA/J JO fS^A/>fD/HJ. 7fyj.0J. 
9 ^A^no 
At/if'X 7-t-yf 
S-8 
eovering and the source were also taicea into acoount* Beoope 
peak oorreetlon was not required beoause in loth eases their 
oontrlbution has bo«i added to the total oototts* 
itpart froB statistles^ various sources of error arei 
(a) uncertainty due to the numerieal integration used in 
deteroininf *d*« fhe BaxiWBB error estinated was about lD%m 
(h) uncertainty in draidng tSie total differantiai ^ectrun for 
the tie radiations* After careful consideration the Baiimin 
error in oonvsrsion oo«effioi«nt due to ^ds uncertainty %ras 
estiBated to be m%» Zhe final converflion oo^effioieBty thus 
/ -
obtained vaa 0«oa9^0.01» 
»%^a^Pf ffF mwm¥ mmmm* 
A source of 6 « i l l i g r ^ « 2 w«s prepared on 8 B^O.^ 
cellulose tape* 1!he source was put right over ^ e vindov of sn 
end idndov type 0*H, oounteTf with t^e tape between the source 
and the window* ^ e thickness of the idndow was about 3 BS^CB^* 
In this way U B^^OB absorber i s inserted between the source 
and the counter which i s enoui^ to eheok alpha particles* QountSy 
then^were taken for various thicknesses of sluadniUB inserted 
between the tape and the window* An absorption curve was draw 
which i s shorn in curve B of figure S3* She thicknesses shorn 
in the curve include half ^ e thickness of the source^ the 
thickness of the tape and window and the ttdckness of aluadniun* 
Apparentlyi the graph can be divided into tio parts» 
the f irst one extending vtpto about 200 BI/CB and the other 
extending beyond that* Ihe first portion has been interpreted 
as due to the electrons fsoB K, L, ahell ionisation by alphas 
5-1 
and the fl«oond portion due to tho ganulne K and L oonv«rilon 
aHeotroni. This int«rpretatlon i s basod on tti^ foUeidng 
roaooningt* 
^neo tha Migdal** thtoratioaX wzlc on the K, L^  ShaU. 
ionisation try alphas (Hldgal 394X)| i t vas oonslderad prohatOLa 
that alphas of polonii»»230 oontriliita to tha JUrays and alaetfons 
through K mA L ionisation, | Bar bar and H«(L» (2962)* Pringla at aS. 
(3952), Lagaasa and Qoysn (3964)t ^7 sod Ooas (3963)L Lagassa 
and Coyan (]edS4} maasured tha ooinddanoes betvaan tha K| ^rajrs 
and tha alaotrons and also batvaan tha K and L &rays and alaotrons, 
for Tarioas tMoknaasas of aluainitai for 8<3.aoting'various aaargl as 
of ^oetrons* fhair ourvas for tha nunbor of ooinoidanoas varsas 
anargy of a3.aotronS| glva a oontlnuotts fl|>aetraBi (flgura 23 
eurva A)* Xhis continuous ourva i s in good agraammt id.th tha 
ealeuXatod thaoratioal eurva glvan by Boy sod Cbes (3983) basod 
on Migdai*8 thaory of K and h Shall ionisation* Qiay tharafbra 
oondudad that thaaa dactrona vhieh axtand up to about 300 Kav 
ara dua to K and L Shall ionization due to alphas* Th^M 
ooinoidanoe curves resanble very such to the first portion of 
our curve (figure 23 curve B), like our curve they alao have a 
steep portion near about 80 Kev folloved by a lesser s t e^ oirve 
extending up to about 300 Kev* 
ainoe in the process of the intamaL conversion the 
Boim*energetic electrons are involved^ -tt^ aiergieiof the electrons 
are the energies of gaina*rays less the binding jisrgies of 
K «&d L Shell* Absorption of laono^energetle electrons in alundniun 
i s givon by Mardiall and Ward (39S7) who plots the ratio of the 
number of tranfldtted electrons to that of the incident alectrens 
6o 
KElth Tarioas ttdciaiesses of alunmitm fbil* 3he ratio HrBt 
deoroases v&y «Xo«ly %dth Inoraaalng thldoiess of th* foil 
than ddoraaaes linearly and finally Bergea into ba^ground 
intanalty* If tha energy of the Bono^energetie ^ectrona are 
highy then the ratio f irst remaina oonstant opto few mts/cm of 
the foil* 'StM second portion of our onrve nhen e3Et«nded back 
^)om by t^e dotted l ine ia iliBilar for iK>no«»energetie ^eotrons 
as that of Marshall and Ward (19a?)» Ihe first portion of our 
eorve cannot be aooounted by ieono*energetie eleetrona due to 
conversion ileotrona* 
The origin of the eleotrons in oontinooas qjeetrua of 
Lagaase and Coyoat (1984) Caiiiilar of our flrat portion) are 
aooounted due to K and L electrons by the coinoidenoe studies 
idth K and L JUrays* SUnoe these electrons are not due to 
oonverslon electrons as they do not follov the curves of Kartell 
and Ward and their shape i s in agreenent \&.^ tiie theory of lligdal» 
led to the oonduaion that they are due to K and L shell 
iontsation process due to alphas* 
She number of counts at sero thickness fxoa this extras 
platted curve (sho%n by dotted line) has been, ^ereforci tdcm 
as due to the net conversion electrons* 'SkAu ntanber includes. 
K as veil as L conversion electrons* In this measuremant of 
conversion electrons the bade scattering effect for electrons 
vhieh i s only due to finite thickness of the source was considered* 
I t was estimated to be much less than 1^ !fo detectable counts 
«er. Obtains rft« introda«ln« *X> -s/an^ of a » d n l « . brtw.« 
the counter and the source* 'Oils ensured that tliere was netUgible 
contribution to the counts due to gaB»»»rayft* 
fhd oveivall Qfflci«ncy of thd CUM* counter vas 
aotttrmined Iqr the calibrated beta ray aourcea of Pa and H**" 
obtained from Atoaile Instrunent Cb| U*S*A« It was farther ohedced 
by caleolatine the aolld angle aabstended hy the aource on fSie 
effective voluae of the counter {Bortt (3946)I* fhe efildaney 
obtained frosa both these methods vas O*O8d±O»OO0« %e total 
nunber of gaBB»>ray« of this aource va4 obtained by the saiae 
scintillation ipeotroaeter as used previou^y* !Ihe source vas 
placed rlglit over the crystal and the pulses of all sizes vers 
counted. It was ensured, hoveveri that no alphas or betas were 
counted* %e geometrieal and detection effidenoy of the crystal 
vas calculated as before* The contribution due to 76 Kev radiation 
to the total countSf and the correc^on due to absorption were 
also talc en into account* 
fhe chief errors in the measurcQaats of the conversion 
CO-efficient with the above method were due to the uncertainty 
in the estimation of the overfall efficieney of the beta counter 
and in the extrapolation in curve B of figure 83* 
^ e final value of the total conversion oo*effici«nt 
thus obtained was 0*014±0*005* 
9QII!gIMffB H6AgPnm l^l§* 
fti9 ooinoidances between alphas end gsaimtas were studio* 
A tMn aource on cellulose tope was made and attached to the 
plastic scintillator* For these coinoid€»ce8| Hal(fL) scintillator 
was used for gasaa^ray detection and plastic scintillator for(<»ray 
detection* AH the pulses above 2 volt '(si^ aa corresponding to 
about 40 Kev were accepted from Nal (SL) scintillation qpectrometer 
using i t as aiseriiainatory laihile the alpha r ^ ipaetniB vat 
•ariad keaping one ¥olt ehannal vidth (Chapter II)* Qoincidanoa 
counts were foimd l>etvean the 4*5 Mev alpha particles %dth 
800 KoT gs:Bm»»rays* The rosuits of these ooincidanoas are in 
eon£irsiation tdth DeBandetti and Hinton (3dd2}« 
I t was alao attempted to detect coineidenees betvean 
the Various parts of ^ e gaaiaa-rajr qpeotrom* l^v this the saaie 
tvo scinti l lation spectrometer using NaX(n*) crystals in coineidanee 
were used* (Chapt«r II) Ho genuine coincidences were observed 
between 800 Kev and 76 Kev radiations* Also tfa^re were no 
eoinoidanoes betwean 76 Kev tfid the rest of ttie apectruiB* 
Similarly no s ^ f ooineidances were observed for SCO Kev gama*rays* 
kilthin the esiperiaeiital error| the value of 0*014"^ OtOOS 
for the total conversion cowefflcimt obtained by measuraraant 
of conversion electrons i s the sane as esipected for % transition* 
(Bose tableS| 3955).this i s in agreament with the angular 
correlation results of DeBandetti and Hinton (395S)* Go&paring 
this result with the value of 0*067 obtained by the conversion 
Qklectron measuraaents by Qrace et al ( B 5 D | the di scrap aney 
se^QS to be due to the fact that they also mea^^red the electrons 
due to K and L ^ e l l ionization by alphas as discussed in the 
*meamireQ(3nts of conversion ^ectrons** 
On the other hand our value of 0*030±0*01 for the 
conversion oo«»efficiant obtained fxDn lUray measuranients i s nearly 
the ssi&e (within the es^erlmantal error), as that of Qraee et al 
(3951) vfiiich t^ey obtained t^ r the metiK>d of ^*r^ raeasnaraaaits* 
C3 
The rea«»n for this higher value ooiapared to 0*014±0*006 
to be due to the oontrlbution of ^ray from the ionization hy 
alphas^ vhioh oones out to he atout €0% of the total intmilty 
of £-rays* Shis i s In qualitative agreoraeat %d1li the oalcolatloBS 
of Boy and Goes (3953} based on Kigdal's theory* 
l!he above results help to reoove the sB&bdLguity about 
the exact value of the conversion co«efficient of 800 Kev 
gam»>7ays as veil as about the reason for the dlscrepaaey in 
the aeasurasi«ita as reported in the literature* 
^h 
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CHAPTISH ? . 
INVESTiaATIOHS Ot' THB DSC AX OF ^^ &k& W ^ \ 
JIUISMHSUAUUIMHI * 
t>««n the aui^#ot of nuch oontroTorsy* 
Sarly !«>zk«^s iSa»n (3948)| SboH (3948) ate* I estalsiUahod that 
thd radiatioit ffon oonaiats of only one betfr>ray group of 
BaadjniiB «i«rgy of 430 K«v» Qoilc at al < 294B) reported a g«iBB»*ray 
of 133*7 Kev. On the other hand Laser et aH (3S53) reported no atieh 
gflPiiiaoray* QLsl at aX (ld55) reported an electronmagnetlo radiation 
of 67 Kev iMdi they attntsuted to be from tiie excdted state of 
Re by aeastiring i t s haXf-life* Ihey further predicted an inner 
beta group %ihioh ^lould be in ooinoidenoe %dth 57 Kev giama-ray* 
Bhattaeharjea and Shree &mm (3966> found inner beta group by 
observing the ooineidenee vith 67 Kev^rays vMch were 16$^  of the 
total number of beta rays* ^ey fturther shoved ^ e total 
conversion oo»efficient to be 3*3* Kreger et al (3985) obsenred 
two aiore gasaia>rays of S70 and 770 Kw from the deoay of 
Sebastian. (3966) again reported one ganoifr^ ray of energy of LBS Kev* 
Dubey et al (3967) found no gama-rays in enriched V^ • Amitage 
and Ilosser (3968) observed a pealc at 126 &w probability arising 
from an inner beta group of •006^ 
Xhe study has been talc en up in order to find the decay 
products of W^^ and t» ascertain the nature of these radiations* 
^ e source of W ®^ ^tma obtained from Oek Ridge National 
Laboral^ry II* S* 4* I t was produced by the reaction of W^^(n,y) W^^ 
The final source was in the ohemiesl t&rm of %2^4?-^ ^^^ solution* 
10 II II rs f^ /s 16 /7 i-e /•? zQ 
c/c 25 ^ '^ ^^^ oti/TS OF /nc^ fc 
r^£ v/rr£^sA/r//n. /»i/i,s£ //£/c//r 
0£cay OF W^^^ 
M /S / ^ / 7 /S '^ 20 2/ 21 25 2^ 2S 
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Th© purity of tang^aten radiation In the source was greater than 
98^ %»eol«ie activity at the time of m9asarmmt %ra« 0,46 aq/ag. 
(1) BSYA MX mw^mm* 
For this, the aource iH^A ^ ^^^ aolutlcm) wat dried 
on celluloae t«e* Beta ray apectrwa of W^ ® was aeasnred uatng 
a plastic idntinator (Chapter II) (resolution fior Intemal 
oonvsralon line of C»**^ of 630 Kev vas 2U&^M* 
Curve A of figure 24 shove the pulse t^mtem due to 
w^® heta rays» this ejperiiaental curve^ls corrected for resolutloJ 
a f t» Palmer md Laalett (aeSO) (Qi^ter II) • Ihe corrected 
a^ ectrtXQi la shown In curve B of figure 84« 
Ferml-^yule plot for allowed tran^tlon was plotted as 
sho%n In figure 2^ 'Shis I s the plot of the ftanetloa u S I S 
against (r i^ere NC'^ jis the dl s tn txitlon of tiie electron lomaittti 
^ aossntum and t{z,fj) iMch i s called F«<ia| function (the 
product of ^^and f{ 2.,ny ) , ijj^ value of f( 2/ ^ ) i g t«fc«n twm 
tables (SBS app«Math*Ser.l3)» (: i s detlnea at T = 6J0,9i(e. i) 
= Xlnetlo snergy of the electron in Jtivt 
Ihis leads to the det«PTnlnatioi of the ^A ^S ^ 
" ^^ point eneriy 
of the beta»reys iAl<* cones out 4ao±3«K0v, 
(2) QMmAmRAXS SPSCXRl|. 
A gaBma.ray ^ectn» of the s^ce vaa obtained idlth 
scintillation apeetroffleter using »all^ ^ ciir»*. -> * 
/ ^rstal of n IJJ . 
diaaeter and i in<m in thi«kness, a^uree wt^ -K ^  
«*uth Mgh actitf*^^ 
used for the ^ectrun was made on f-^noam t "^^^ 
2a/<ei/. 
^ /20 
DlFfERENTML Pi/lS£ HfiGHT ^P£CTJ^(/M 
/36 Hev. 
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FI6 26 A 
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^7 
the apectrum reveal od two gaiaa^ray pmtttf one at SB K«v 
aRGl other at 67 Konr* It was noted that ^ e ipeetruB exteads ftirther 
tout no diatinguishahle pedes were observed* It vas OD&aidered 
de8iral33.e that the speotrum ahove 57 Kev i^Diild be studied very 
carefully, fbr thls^ various spectra wore tnHoi l3y introdaeine 
diff^«nt thioioieases of oopp^ strips betvem ^ e source and the 
detector* This was done in order to reduce the rslative intensity 
of €7 Rev with reaisect to higher energy spectnasif so that this 
latter ^ectruB i s not aa^ed by the tail of €7 Kev peaic* Ihe 
apoctrua obtained in this way i s show in figure 26 A and B, She 
full apeetnm in figure 26A was tdcon aftw usa^ngy^So<^mts/<m of 
copper stripSf as an absorbmr* Jpart froa a s&mfp peaks of 2B 
and 57 Kev a broad aaxLaua i s also dearly obserable at about 
140 Kev* She h i ^ enwgy apeotrua in figure 36B was tdsen after 
putting v^ looo B|/oB copper strips* Th9 ^ ectrua in figure 26B 
was obtained by using a channel iddth of 6 Kev* She iQ}eotnfiB 
in figure 26B reveals tvo peaks, one at 136 Kev and other at 162 Kev* 
This portion of the ^ectrua was rapeated aeny tiaes under various 
conditions of the spectroaeteri and these pedes were always dearly 
obs^able* 
A 
Ihe intanalty of various parts of the qpectnai were 
aeasured with rei^ect to '^e intensity of €7 Kev peak as givan bdowt 
Energy interval of gaaaa^rays •• Intensity ratio* 
120* 175 Kev , . 6 X J5^ 
175.360 Kev . . 7 X 30^ 
> 360 Kev ». 4 X aS^ 
D^C/?Y 6P£CTRUM Of G^/^M.^ /^^YS 
F/^OM W ^7 TH'a //^T£j^y^/.s 
"> O^ 6V'-iv- O^v 
J V /O Xl /^ / a /V 
f '/y - -'^O ± 5 V^VS 
FIG. 27/^ 
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(3) HALF*LIFE MSASgRmsai* 
% ascertain the origin of S7 Kev radiation,Ita halfWlifa 
measuroraoit was tind«rtak«i \iy using the sdntlXlatlon ^eotrometar* 
As very long haXf^llves are involved,only three points at dlffermt 
times oould be tide an* Ihe deoay carve i s oiiotii in figure S7A|B 
giving a half«llfe of 1401 6 daysy liiilQ measuring the Intsnsity 
of the pesit due to 07 Kev at differont tiiaes extra care was taksn 
to keep the geometry and the conditions of the spectrometer s«ie« 
(4) OOIHCIDISKCS MEASUHMBafS* 
Colnddenee measurements were made l^tween beta rays 
«nd g8imi«»ray ipeetrum* For this purpose^ tw scinti l lation 
spectrometers were used in coincidence with a resolving time of 
•7 2 X 10 Sec (Chi^ter XZ) beta rays were detected by plastie 
scinti l lator md Nal(XL) crystal was usod for gaami»*rays« High 
intensity source i s used in these measurements as was done in 
the measurement of gama-ray. i^ectrum* Fbllowlng two coinedd«ice 
studies are mades 
(a) For betaoganma colneldenceS| one ohanneil accepts pulses of 
a l l energies due to gamma-rays (using as discriminator) and beta ray 
spectrum in channti. iddth of one volt (one i ^ l t - a o Kev)»io 
C£>lndLdences were found* 
(b) For gasmaa-gaoma coincidences, one gaia&a diannel ace^ts pulses 
of a l l energies and other gamma channel accepts spectn» in Mall 
channel iddth of one volt* Ho coinddencos were found* 
Thus no genuine coind donees were found betw^n beta rays m& 
any part of the gamma ray spectrum, or between any part of ^ e 
gamma ray spectrum, so that 57 Kev radiatlcm was not found to be in 
coincidences %dth 162 Kev mA 136 Kev and also 136 Kev and U52 Kev 
radiations w«re not in coincidence wlt^ each other* 
W^^^ L76doi^j) 
?4+ 
n^^^^ 
7 7 L.Cc, 
. /Jf6 A'ciy. 
/a 
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(5) smumm* 
ThQ BtoxlBUBi €nergy of bota ray apeotnai i s tha stfia 
as raportad ia literature for 
fhe ha l f - l i f e measaraaant of S7 Kav radlatioii ahovs 
quite oonolualveXy that i t i a JUrajr art sing from the edeetroii 
capture of • !£his aXao «ipporta the conoluaion of Xhxhvf et al 
that 67 Kev radiation doea not belong to W^ • Osnaa^rays of 
381 381 
136 and W2 Ker alao aeoaia to be due to the deoay of Vv to fa • 
These gai9B»»raya have alao been observed by Debnomw et al (B6B) 
and CSozk et al (3963}« 19ie onergiea tfid relative intensities 
of these t w g«B»»ra3rs %dth r e j e c t to each other and %dth 
Xr-ray as seasured by us are same as that of the above aathors* 
This sti^perts our oonelusion* I t se€ns that gamma^ rior of about 
133 Kev as reported by various authors may be the same gtfna-ray 
as observed by us but not resolved enough to give tw peiks* 
She absanoe of any eoineidanee between beta rays mA £? Kev 
radiation i s in contradiction to ^ e observations of ^latta^arjee 
and fiantfi* But this i s in oonfinaatlon with the rcmsoning that 
67 Kev radiation belongs to w • 
Our measumoits alao do not diow the ooinddtfices betvean 
the gsBB&a rays spoctrun near 3S5 Kev and beta rays as observed by 
Anaitage and Bosser* As the source used by us was prepared fron 
determined by the r^atilve abundtficea end capture cxosa*sections 
for the production of these t w activities* TaidLng 0«006^ aa 
the ratio of intenalty of 126 Kev radiation of beta as measured 
by An^tage end Hoas^ and ualng the ratio of vr^ *^  and V ^as 
mentioned abovoi the expected intensity for 125 Kev was ealcalated* 
This turned out to be nearly the saiae as the meamred iatenilt^r 
of 152 Kev gmati ray. Mo p9tk of 125 Kev of thla intensity can 
be acGounted in our ^ectrun* Amitage and 9O&BW used 
oomparatiTdly thicker and more int«nae source i*e« 2 mg/m? 
compared tidth our source ^lich was 0*25 BI^ CBI • Ihey vere | 
therefore, expects to have nuch acre external bresisstrahlung 
over and above the internal brensstrahlung due to beta rays* 
Most of their ooinddsnoes idth beta rays are aeooimted by these 
br oasstrahlung* 
OUT re«ats of coinddonoes measur«isBts and intensity 
conaiderations do not support the evidenoe of the esdstance of 
gsama^rays of 126 Ker* Armitage and Rosser %&w rsported the 
coincidsnces of 226 Kev and beta i^ aysi th«a8e3.ves are laicertain 
about MM gasiaa(»ray of 125 Kev because of i t s lov intsnslty 
coiapared to the intanslty of br«nsstrahlung of that energy* 
II 
tm PSCAY OF V^\ 
ilpart fvoia the oontlfaatton of the esdstance of ir^ 
In V^^ ffom the haXf^life iseasaraBante of S7 Kev ai»?eys «adi 
froa the tseasaraBents of ^ e oierglea of the gsiaBU»»iPi^  at %M 
end 3113 KeiP ooineldeBeef etadiee ftirther reivmH the aode of 
decay of w • Gbuloiab exeitatlott stadiea of ta reveal t9i« 
exl8t«nee of Xenreit at 107 Ke7 and 303 KeT Int sot at 16@ Ken 
Coincidences tetvesn 2J36 Ke^ /. and 337 Kev gi«piap»2>aye have been 
measa3^ ed by ordinary colnddene^e x3«1dioda fxom iMdti ^ e may aaf^y 
conolude that the hiia.f«llfe o£ the lav^ at 237^ 1 s ^ IT seest 
7hQ oolnddenoes between 2B2 Ke\r and 136 Keir hg?e not been 
detected/by ua ^d c^h i s in coatsPadletion to Gbsfe et sSL vho r«|»orted 
partial oolneldccLees* ttma aceordmg to ua moy are not In easei^e* 
Ftirther no colnddmcea of 67 Kev radiation idth 136 md WS Key 
led tD tiie oonolaalon that these lev^a are i^t due ts K ea|>tiire 
but are probably duo to t c^toret 87 Ker rsa^Latlon i s due to 
K captore procesa leading to the ground atate of j^**** , fhe 
i:Q;>per l l a i t of the broaaatr^ilune apeetrtUB %dll refveafl the 
tritfiattlon energy In laie K eapture process **dLdh \dll help In 
detenalnlng the deeay adhose* If the aoiiBitti energy i s belov 
303 Km then the tie gigsata-rays ^ U not be in easei^ea* But In 
this oscperlsieRt slnoe beta rays are also th^% the m&xiBaxm en^gy 
of bro&aatrahlung ctvmot be det^nlned due to tiie pres€iiee of 
Inteamal and eztomaO. br«isd1^a)ba.ung KMoh have <^te good Intenalty 
In this region of jjiterest* 
72^ 
R M Fii Bi.liiiiiB 8iifii.&ii» 
Anaitagd and Bossor Pzoe* Phya* Soot 72^ 333 (19flB) 
£lhattaohi9PJ«« and SM Ravstfi Ihiovo aiaento ^f USl (308B) 
£l8l 9% A HuovD Giffiflnto I f ^ 1 (BiS) 
Cosk 9t alt Ph|»«Rav, 7S, S75 < 39^) 
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CHAPTER n» 
imEBtiQAnom or THE PBCAYOF fa^^ 
Haaiatloiis from thd dooay of Ta^^ have Xmm invaatlgatad 
by aoveraX loorkars mtklRg usa of aiff@r<iit td<dsil(|aM» Thm 
conversion ^ectz*oii spactriM md ^ *ray fl^ectanai have boon 
ffleaaurea by Beac^ at al (3949), 0*Meara (3DaD)y Cofk at al (2deo}| 
Humor St al. (2S63)« the cnerglaa of giisma rays ware maasorad 
by maaiui of photo«^aations from a raaiator in p^fay fl^aetroBatar 
fay Ball and l&lklnxm (3047)» Goddard md Qoek iwm) m& 
Baaeh at al (B4e>« Bat later on, ^ e to a large number of 
gmiaa reyty curve oryatal s^eotroaetsra vara uaed by Mullar at al 
(3952), Folder at al (IBSO)and Hurray et al (3&66)* Mull^ at al 
(3^52) proposed fbur pesaHaa decay miiammi £br low energy 
gaausa ray a^ectrus by 'topological mups* com^d^dng the onarglas 
of gaB»a rays* l^irray at alg on the oth^ hmd^ reported S7 gaaoia 
transltlona* Also internal conversion ooeffioicfit m& 
multipolailtlea were dedaeed for most of these triaisltiona* % 
oiargy oonalderatlony they proposed a decay s^ema villi 11 lev^a 
In yr^ • 'Qi9 p> oray group of aiasdoaM ai^gy af 0«53D Hav has 
been re|)orted by Beach et al and others* Bit reomtly t>maya<k et nl 
(3037) have reported t«o mora /^*ray groii^ s of msaAmam energy 
of 440 Kev efid 360 Kev* 
th9 ooinddGnaa studies by HmdavLlle and SOharb (]^ 4B> 
raaoltad in the iden^fication of one ^ ^ray wnvp of aasdjnai 
energy of 53D Kev* llhay fUri^ar suggested that h i ^ eniHrgy 
gaDiBa»ray transitions are not in casoad^i* l^irl^ar ooincid«naa 
^ k 
S 3 «5 
//je/-^yjwvM^D Z7a^^ <yj'i/ ^j/?/i///v <^^c^ S'^/^/?PO 
7^ 
studies have beiai done using sc tn t lHat ton %)ectromQtffl? by 
VdXIiams and Boulston (1956) and also by Kihelich (3S54)* 
ttailliatti ^ d Boulston (3S56) reported that 67«74 Kev gaiMm ray 
i s in ooinddGnce ul th 1*222 Mev m^ lml22 M&v gama rays* 'Qi^y 
also reported that 152 Kev in ooinddmce idth 1«2S2 Mev* Shey fur^c 
measured angular correlations of these cascades* Mih^lioh r ^ o r t e d 
that 300 Kev gaama ray i s in coincidence viUi 1^9 and 1*122 MeY 
g&mLA ray but not vdth 1*222 Mev gismi& ray* 
3!he pres'iant study has been tdz&i up in order to build 
a decay sdiome on the bas49 otH-i c^id R,*/ coincidences iiftiioh 
have not been done before e»g* a l l colnoiddnce studies have not 
been done ^ low energy gauaaa rays idth gana rays of h i ^ 
energies* ijiiailarly ooindLdences of low ^ e r g y gaiama rays ^ t h 
low energy gapaaa rays s«d also ^""^ CDindLdouces require 
investigations* 
The sDurce was obtdlned from Osk Ridge National Laboratory 
i n the form of % Ta4 O39 in KOH solution with specific act ivi ty 
of 617 mc/^m* The strength of tha source used i s about 0.300 lac* 
(A) QAimA>RAY WZQ'W^ 
!Qie single ch^meL sc in t i l l a t ion sK>ect3ometer using 
HalCH) crystal of l i " in diameter and l** in length was used 
for the study of the gaoma ray spectrum* 'Sho speotromet^ was 
cal ibrated for various g«aia ray energies (Chapter I I}* The 
different!lO. pulse height a^eotrua of gseasa rays i s given in 
Figure 29 (A|B)* figure 29(4) represcsits the i^ectrua kecking 
fBRMt COR/£ PLOT OF CO/NaD£-
NC£ fi'/^/^y SP£Cr/^aM £POMTH£ 
DSCi^Y or Taf^^ 
3 co/A/ad£NC£s /§^/m c/fAfy^/P/^^Ys or 
F/6.:iOQz) e = TOr/?l. £N£R6Y //V T/^£ a/V/T Of mc 
L/rf£P£AfT//fL P(/IS£ //£/6//r 
SPScr/eoM op/3'/e/7ys FPOPT 
2S 'iS 6S as /OS /2S' /-fS /6S /SS JOs ^JS -?•*'•? J(S -PSS 3asr 3.2S 
/%rX.f //^f/^/V7- //V I/OITS * 
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ono "SDlt channel vddth* fhe photo-pGgfes due to 68 Kev, 300 Kevj^'i'^v 
and 222 Kev gscyaa-Pay ti 'ansitions are clearly indicated In 
lov enea?gy spec trust* Tho h i ^ energ^r gapni^ray apectrum has 
been analysed into three ganaa rays of 1*122, 1*389 and 1*222 Hev 
gflma transitions* She lOialysis i s shotdn li^ dotted l ines in 
the spectrum* 23ie dotted l i ne for ItlSSMov has baen drawj by 
the resolution consideration of thii Qwm^ rays from the decay of 
aa (1*112 MQV)* And by aimilar Gonaldca»ation, the analysis for 
1*222 Hev gasima ray has be^ en made* Hie remaining counts corre^ond 
to a photo»peak of 1*3S9 Hev gaaaaa ray* Thsse energies of 
g®naa rays were ear l ie r reported using crystal spectroiaetors 
(Murray et a l , e tc . )* 
Ihe low €Kiergy a|)ectrum has been a^ain t ^ a n , Keying 
the 4 volt channel width vrtiich furt^ior clearly indicates the 
photo«peaks due to gaoBia rays as ment3.oned above* At 40 KeV| 
there i s an indication of escape peek (stooMi in figure 29*B}« 
<B) ^rmm ^wmm 
The ^o rgy spectrum of /i«rays and conversion electrons 
have be^i studied using p la s t i c sc in t i l l a to r (Chapter I I ) . Ihe 
peak in the spQ<5*^ f^ «3 ®ay Q^ ciuo to casnversion electrons and 
the spectrwa extends up to 5S0 Kev as ^K%II In figure 30 (I)* 
<c) Qmniy-Qmih Gc-iucinmQi STUDIES. 
— • I, nil • I I. . . 1 1 .1. u. I i i r u i l l l i n 
!Ihe coincidance studies of ema& ray apectrvmi have been 
done in the following three par t s using t w single chtfinol 
s c in t i l l a t ion spectrometeps in coindLdence* The resolution of 
the coincidmce c i rcu i t i s 2 x 30 sec <Cha|}tdr XI)* 
CO/NCtDEnc£ G^MM/^ R/fY SP£Cr/^OM /N LOH/ 
£N£RGV RFC/OM 
A COJNODENCES l^/TH €& MCeu 
/d COJNC/DENCtS mr^ 222 Ac^ / 
C CO///C/0£A/C£S mr// /S2 /re^/ 
SlKeu 
57Kev \ 
Slkev 
m Kcv 
WOKQV 
too KcV 
264 /fey 
i 
as '<:s 
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f>OLS£ N£/G/^T /N VOLTS 
PART I . THE aiNGIDEnCB 3Wm OF LOW mmOX ST-'ECTRUM 
mm LOW sHEaGi s i^^ aifM^ 
(a) On© channel accepts only gasaa rays due t© plx)1»«peak 
of 68 Kev In one vblt channel width. She other chsnneO. scans 
th« low mergy ^ -iray ^ec tnaa koeping one volt chann^ \d<3th» 
The obseriredi coincidence pesics as slTo%ai in figure 31(A) oDrrespond 
to S7 Kev, 300 Kev and 364 Kev gafn&a ray energies* 
(b) In the second set of colncddenc© e2q:>erisiontsone chsrmol 
a c c ^ t s pJtoto-peak due to 152 Kev gspaa ray in one volt channel 
iddth and the other channel scans the low energy spectrum. The 
coincidence peaks correspond to 67 lev and 3D0 Kev gaisBia rays 
as showi in figure 31(C). 
(©) In the third set of oolndldesice eai^erimentsone chann^ 
accepts photo-poiks due to 222 Kev gmma ray in one volt channel 
vddth and the other chann^ scans the low energy spectrum, d o 
coincidence peaks correspond to 67 Kev and 3D0 Kev gaaaaa rays 
(as Bhova in figure dl»B)* 
I t was confirmed that the pedc indlcetaS at 57 Kgv i s 
not cfti© to 68 Kev. This was done by coc^arlng i t idth ff? Kev f' 
y, • rays from (Ch^ter V). 
mm LOW mmoj s^Ecmm. 
(a) One cheMUiel accepts a l l the gassma rays above 500 Kev 
(using i t as discriminator) and the other channel scans the 
spectnam in low (margy region. 'JElie oolndd^icB spectrum i s sihtoya 
m figure 32 ( I ) . The photo-peaks In Goinddence spectrum due to 
68 KeV| WO Kov, 162 Kev and 222 Kov are Indicated. The colncid^oe 
k 50 I 
^ eOHeA/ 
CR/IPH SH0M//A/6 LOW ^NEPKiY 
COfNCfJ)£NC£: SP£Cr/?UM CO/NC/DBNCe W/TH 
^IL r/^£ CfiAfM^ /^AYS /?S0y^£ SCO K&v. 
100 Kev 
I 
i52 keu 
222/<ev 
'5 2-5 ^-s ey ss- fos- as- /-cr /6sr /s-s-
ry/r -R9/7-) PULSE ^£/6f^T m I^OLTS F/6.62(1) 
CO//VC/D£//C£ <9^MM/i Ri^V SP£Cr/?(/M /// 
A CO///C/D£H€£S l^/TH CSKety 
/6 cojf^cwEucss mrM /52/ceo 
C COmaOENCeS H^/T//222/(eo 
FIG. 32 en) 
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pmk» a t 222 K&v i s a broat} maximum Indicating that o t h ^ 
fama ray* of alxiut 222 KeT are also in QoinddeRCQ ui th 
M ^ e n e r ^ g«&Ba rays* 
(to) In tiio second sot of obsarvation| on© channel accepti 
pmk due to 68 Kev in one volt channel ^ d t h md other channeS. 
scans tho h l ^ anergy gaoaaa-ray ^>ectnaft k i t i n g two wl% 
ehaimel %2ldth« Ihe colnddcfioe posfeia due to 1*122 Hev and 1*222 Hev 
are c lear ly indicated* (Figure 3&.IIA}* 
(c) In the third set of observations, one chaffinel accepts 
ptoto-pedte due to 152 Kev in ono vol t channel ^ d t h and other 
channel s c ^ s the high energy gmmB, ray ^ectruia k e y i n g t%o volt 
channel ^d th* The coinddance peafes due to 1*122 and 1*222 M«v 
are c lear ly indicated, (Figure 38-IIB)* 
(d) In the fourth set of observations, one chann^ accepts 
222 Kev in one '/olt chann^ \«ddth md otiicsp channeO. scans t*ie 
high energy spectrum keeping two volt chfamel iddth* Ihe 
coincidence peak due to 1*£S2 Plev \& clearly ind5.cated, 
(Figaro 32-IIC), 
fm III f 
Attaupts were made to find the coiadldcnce between high 
energy gspaaa s?)ectrum with high mergy gmm& spectrum* Ho genuine 
ODincideoees were recorded* 
CP) ^ - / GQlHCIPI-aGE STUDISS* 
Th& following two eaqporiiaents uere performed $• 
(a) In the one set of observations, ono c^anneA (using 
MaK^) crystal) accepts ganma ray ^ e c t n a i at S? iiev In two volt 
channel uidth and the o t h ^ chann^ (p las t ic sc in t i l l a tor ) scans 
. T199 p-\J^ 
I S 
the ^ • r ay sfpectpiam, Fersd-Cm^e plo t for th© <3oincid«i©« 
spectrum for aiaowed transi t ion I s given in H^a^o 30»II(A) 
(af ter i^plytng raaolutlon correction to the ^ec^nis )* Xhe 
anergy of the ^ wray group thus obtained, i s 860^80 Kev* 
<|>) In the second set of observations^ one chann^ 
( l i a l ( ^ ) crystal) accepts gwna ray ^ectrtsn at 2 ^ Eev in t w 
TRslt chann^ width and the othcff- channel (p las t ic scint i l la tor} 
acmB the p »Teor i^ectruB# Feral Curie plot for t h i s spectruE 
for allowed transi t ion l a ^10wi i n figure ao-II(B) (after 
applying resolution correction to the ^ o c t r u a ) . 'iJie maxlmua 
energy of the p - r ay group, thus obtained, i s ^60 i40 Ker, 
f'OO/^ POSSmtE £AfS^CY l£y£L SCH£M£3 
FO^ TEN <9/?Af^^ /e/fYS F/^OM THS DBC4RY OF 
Taf^^ BY MOILFR ctcLl C/9J2) 
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As the g&ma. ray apectnua from the decay of ta I s supposed 
to glVQ a large numt>€tr of gaetma rays, ^me of wlrdch are quite 
vei^) a l l the g&ma rays in the present ^QQtmm nay not be 
resolved* Tbe ooinoidances may, however, give definite indication 
of the sequential relationship of some of the gacma rays* 
llhe level at 3D0 Kev has been e s t aMi^ed by Coulomb 
excitat ion studies (McOrowi and Stcslson <3£)SB) and o the rs ) . 
Muller et al have proposed the four posalbde deeay schanes 
for low aaorgy spectrum by ' topological maps' osn^daring 13ie 
^ e r g i e s of the gaemia rays* Scie possihlo decay schemes are shown 
in figure 33. Out of the four proposed decay sehomes, the present 
coinddfieice measaremonts resRilt in favour of the f i r s t one. !Ehe 
coincidence studies show that 68 Kev gasmia ray i s i n coincidence 
idth 264 Kev gmma ray and i s not in coincidaace with 222 Kev 
gfllBma ray md also coindLdencesof 68 Kev gaima ray cto not show 
any peak a t 15S Kev. This i s in oonllnsatlon with schet&e number Z 
and contradicts the scheme number 2. 4caording to schemes 3 and 4, 
68 Kev gsaama ray ahould^be In ooincidciiee wLti^ i S64 Kev which 
i s a>ntradicted by the coincidence studies* 1£^ Kev gmma. ray 
In the coincidence sjjoctrum does not sliow tsiy coincddence with 
222 Kev g^ama ray iMch i s in osntradictlon with scheme 2 , 
Ih© above argument| therefore, aipports the stsheme number 1* 
Hurray et al have proposed a docay schesie with 11 l e v ^ s 
121 i n W by eaergy consideration* llialr decay scdieise of low energy 
gmma rays i s s^ae as that of the 1st one of Muller et al ifMoh 
i s mpported by the pres^ i t aaincidenae studies* i'Urthw 68 Kev 
gamma ray i s in coincidence with 1*122 and 1*222 Hev gamma rays 
PROPOSED V£CPY SC^£M£ POP TA SY 
/^ORRpy e / at C/SSSJ. T//£ UU£IS S//OH/SV BYSOL/D 
LW£S /fP££Sr/9ai/SP£D BY THE PP£S£NT CO/NCW£NCB 
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and 152 Kev gaena ray i s In OQlndd^Od vll^ %»122 mA l»222 H«T 
giim&a ra7S« Also 68 Kev and UB2 K&f ^ mm T$^ are in 
coiiicld«noa idth WO Kev gmmet ray and 57 Kav i^rayi vtil<^ 
should be tho oas^ acoordliig to the proposed deeay 8<di«Ba bgr 
Murray et al« I& the presaat ooinoldeDee BeaaoreBentSi 1*222 
mA 1«231 MOT gasaaa rays esnnot he ai^ tin,?,i:d shed as the (diaimal 
^dt^ i s kapt 2 tolts which eorreaponds to about 85 Kev* If 
222 Kev gaosaa ray i s in ooinsLdeac© ^th X»222 Mev ganoa ray 
th«i, in the schesse by Knrray et aX| i t stould also be Is 
coindLdaioe idth 1*122 Hev gamma ray i ^ d i i s xiot the aasa* 
So i t i s argued that 222 Kev i s i& coiaeid^nee idth 1*231 Mev 
gameia rays iMo i^ i s t^e case in tho proi:»osed decay s^sna* 
FurtheOT) the coincidflnce studies vlth aXl the high m^gy 
gasBaa rays idth Xov energy speetrtam reveals that aromd 222 KeVy 
the ^ectrum i s broad as i f the other sesam rays in this region 
are also in coincidence vdth hi|^ enoo?^ gmma rays* tShis result 
i s in fa-mwe ot the proposed decay scheme* 
l^ ie present coinddenee studies have finnly establislied 
the levels % % D, F, (^  H, K as ^ho-m in figure 34* It i s not 
posi^ KLe to esteblijii other levels 1*@* C, E, J etkd I, by th9 
eoincidenoe metliody because of vedk trmsltions from these levels* 
She Fenai«j3^rie plot of the coincidaace spectrum of 
f> wrays (aTtar i^pl^dng resolution correction to the /3> «ray 
spectrum) with ^rays of S7 Kev to tMch there i s a obtain 
contribution due to 68 Kev gamma ray i s ^x>\ti in figure 30 (IZA)* 
Thi* ^ectnan has an mA point ener^ of S60 ^ 50 Kev %diich i s 
the same as the maximum energy of p »ray ^eotnaa show in 
figure 30(1)• The lov energy pertLon of th& ^ eetmii deviatei 
from the Ourie pXot| beoause of the ooatrilution of ooaTereioB 
electrons in this region or other groii^s of lov mergsr beta V9f9» 
Ferffii«Carie plot of the coincidaioe apeotmot of (^^ruf» 
(after eppls^ng resolution oorreotlon Qiapter II) idth 
gasaaa rays around 2^ Kw 19 shorn iM flgara 30 <I1B)» 2hls 
^eetrost has an end point energy of 4 ^ ± ^ £.07» Again the lov 
ensargy portion of i^a ^eotFO» deviates from the straii^t line 
because of the contribution of <»nve3?slon ^ectrons and otber 
^ •ray groves of low cn^Qr« 
13K>ugh th3 Qstl.mates of the md points of these 
fersd-^jirie plots BVB (^te approximate due to limitation of 
the sdntlllaUon tec!^i(|ae (bad resolution md chinned iddth 
%aiich corresponds = 38 Kev)« 
One thing i s e^pearmt from tSjasc F<^mi-.Ourie plots that 
gmmm rays around 222 Kev are not in osinaidenee viih /S«»ray 
group of oaadKum caier^ of diD ± SO Kav» i^ rom the decay scheoes 
proposed by Hurray et al isid /^  ^ray groups resorted by Semiyniakf 
the 2S2 Kev gama ray s^uld be in coincidmoe vith jg.-x'ay grei;q;> 
of 3S4 Kev and 228 Km msy be in coinddoioe %dth /i*ray groi^ 
of 440 Kev through the leva! F but itdaosa intensity should be 
quite floall* ThQ For®l*v^rie plot of the cEjia<3tld«nce 8i»ectru8i 
sho%Bi in ti^xte 30 (IIB)| may^  there^roy be attributed to the 
coincidences betveea 229 Kev gasaia ray m6. 440 Kev ^ ^ray SEOup^  
Boa^ at al l Pliyd* R«V« 76, 2i8BS (3949) 
Cbzic ot alf Phya* Hav* TSf 96 (3dGD) 
l>aBU3?ii(i& at aX Cbii^ « Rand* 24^ 30ao CBd7) 
Fo^ar at i& Pliors* H«v* 94, 3082 <B&l) 
Qoddard tfid Gboft Pfa^ rs* Rsv* 76^ X439 (10'C )^ 
Mi0id0VllXd and Sdiarb Phgri* Hav« 73» 34D (lNB> 
HlhoUch Pl«rs. Rav* 96t 6236 (3964) 
Ha(ii>owi tfnd StotLioii Pl:Qrs« R^ nr* 309, 90X iWSB) 
MuXXar at lO. Phys* R«V« 88, 784 (39as) 
t^irtaar et aXt Pi^a* R v^* 97, 3007 (B5S} 
O^Maara, F«B«y Phya, Rav* 79, 3032 (^60) 
R^X tgkA li&XkiiiaDnt Pligrf. Rev* 7X, asx (394?) 
!tlXi«ie ^ d RouX9tx»i Ca>t. «rott* Phys* 3 ^ 13@7 (3966) 
^3 
ilpp«nd£x A* 
(^ hgHQ OF OROANIC SdnnhLkTlOn C8Yg!rAl.8. 
the technique of groidng crystals tvom molt md fron 
aolution i s a vary old sabjoet# t^sabei* of books and reviw artioltt 
have boon vrittfitt^ but the teeioiique changes idth t^e of crystals 
required for particular object of ^9 stady mA ftirther the sise 
of the single crystal i s also of oonai.d«rable importance* Th9 
groidng of organic crystals for scintillation counter purposes 
have been %skmL \j^ by nusber of mtl&^a md industrial concerns* 
Zt i s ii!$>ortant to grow t^ese crystal* in the laboratory 
not only because ^ey may be used for detecting l^e radiation 
enoountered in nuclear physics es^srimentSi but also because the 
study of the scintillation properties of the crystals i s in itself 
essential* IWthery growing of crystal^ in itself , i s a tedtmique 
end requires development* 
T«iD methods were employed for gro%dng crystals* One i s the 
* stationary crucible metliod*| and t^e other i s * dropping cruoibLe 
method** a furnace vas constructed Ibr stationary crucible method* 
I t vas open at i t s base and dosed on all other sides ^th 
asbestos* Teo^erature gradisnt vas set up along i t s vertieal 
direction and the tei^arature control vas made by variaes and a 
group of resistances* Ihe capsule containing the substance was put ii 
the furnace* Initially tetq[>erstore of the ftimace vas kept at ]0^ C 
above melting point and then the tea^eratare was lovored sloiAy to 
ao»C b^ow >^ttng point and ftnalXy to room t«p«-.tur. by »«Ml 
control* %e control i s very tedious m^ therefore the second 
method of dropping crucible was Introdtxced* 
D/^C/9/9/^ SA/OW/A/^ TA/£ /9J9J^4^A/G£A7£//r 
ro/f G/fCHT/A/C 3C/A/T/LL/fT/0A/ CJ^YSr/9lS 
PULLEYS 
C/?6/C/Si£ 
FO/?A/^C£ 
S/A'S 
rofif^(9C£ 
ffOD.C. — 
TH£/?/^OST/fr 
6 0 so /oo /2o /-^O ^60 
'FUffN^Ce; 
' £o/^ sr/LS£/V£: 
/fsS£sros 
a 
s 
DBSCHIPTION OF THS FgRNACB TOR Dm)PPIHQ CHUCIBLE METUDP. 
the gmeral oonstruction of fumacd may bo imtSerstood 
fiom figur©35'« B»@ upper par t I s the molting furnace consisting 
of copper tublng^Siacietar 4" and length 22** on wMch very thin 
sheet of asbestos I s wr^ped* Nicrome te&re i s uounded over th is 
asbestos, thus keeping the proper inssalatLon tdth copper tubing. 
She «t)ole portion i s again yjf&ppod tdth t h l ^ asbestos sheet* 
2he lover portion i s the annealing fumaoe 3" i n ditfaeter and 
16" in length made of copper tubing* Xho nicrome vdre i s bounded 
over i ty keeping the proper insulat ion as for melting furnace* 
<2 
In between the melting and annealing furnace i s the crystalid.ng 
furnace iiihoso diameter i s s l ight ly l e s s than annealing furnace, 
80 that the annealing furnace can be flsced at any point by screws* 
In t h i s Way the length of crystalisslng fUmace can be adjustable* 
A-
Furtheri very thicSc asbestos sheets are yrspped around i t* There 
are six holes to measure the temperature in th is crystalixUng 
furnace* Mi:>le furnace i s kept i n ^ d e the wooden box yltSti thids; 
asbestos to i t s sides to have proper heat insulation* 
The upper ^ d lower furnace i s heated yxy A.C* from constant 
voltage trsdfisformer* "She current in the tvo fUmaces i s controlled 
by a group of resistances* She currents are adjusted in such a way 
that the i;^per furnace i s 3D®C to 2^0 aboir« melting point of the 
substance and lower one i s ID^G to 16Pc b€ilow the melting point* 
Thus heating the lower md veppoit furnace, a temperature gradl«it 
i s set IQ) in the middle (that i s in the crystali2ing fuimaee)* 
The nature of te i^erature gradient i s shoun in f i gu re i^* 
The materiabl i s sealed off i n a ^ a s s capsule in the ine r t 
•taosphere (Argon)* Conical shape a t tho bottom i s provided for 
m 
I n i t i a l 8eedlngy[the c rys ta l . Tha Ine r t atmojphor* i s provld«d 
ao that no chemieal action can occur* 
!£h@ dropping of the cap sale i s att^dnod tuy clodt 
8rrangeneat« (The arrangement i s aihovn i n the photographs)* A 
thread i s i«>und@d on one of the pulleys %iiich i s attached to the 
clodc and the crucible i s h^igedf by the sme thread wtdch i s 
supported Ijy the second p u l l ^ * Hie clock releases the tliread by 
i " per hour md thus catjsule drops slowly h^ the ^eed of i " 
per })our« 
The temp^ature comes in equilibrium after heating the 
furnace for 2 to 3 hours but s t i l l the ohmge occurs i^ecdally at 
high temperatures* l^us to msdntain the t ^pe ra tu re gradisnt 
nearly constant a thersK>stat i s used as shoun in figure3^*and 
photograph* a^uX^^ ae and glysrlne are used in t^e therzaostat* Th9 
thermostat i s i l l l e d ul th si ther of the t ^ l iquids along idth 
mercury and i t l a put in the ae l t ing furnace ^ e thermostat has 
in i t s u p p ^ end a capi l lary tube in which t^ere i s an adjustable 
iron idre as one contact* the other point i s in laercury which i s 
permanently connected as shotm In f igures^* %e points are 
connected to a relay which i s energised by UP volts &*C« in series 
to ) ^ e h i s connected a 60 Watt laaa^ to reduce the current* I t 
also serves as m indicator* %ecial ^ns idera t ion was givsn to 
malce the reiay sensitive* Hie quantity of the l iquid and nercury 
in the thesBostat i s enough to midce the eacpanalon per degree 
change of toaperature of the l iquid to a few cms of oi^iHary tube* 
As the temperature goes above ^ e desired tempera^iref the eontaet 
i s made and the main s w i t ^ goes off* flms, current in both melting 
and Gomealing i s cut off* F igure i s ' i ^ws the connections* 
The traces of ii^uritias in tha chemical, mt ai 
c|U€n i^itig eoitre^ tharafora purlfleatton of tha oticmicaX i s 
adsmtiaX* %^a ohasicaXs olstainad vera all hailng iMta colour* 
itk6 f irst staga of piulfication was acoosipli^ad l^ ^atillatlon « 
^iPoT axanq^ lai niQ7htlial«na was dissolved in loot alcohol and in cold 
4' condition tha chaadcal or^rstallizas^ giving taia crystals of 
/ ni^hthalana* tha aetlvatad charcoal was usod to daoolourisa tha 
chasical« The (dtarooal vas added to the aolutlon md haatad« 
finally after repeated f i l trat ion and recrystallisatlon tha 
colourless naphthalene crystals v&ste obtained ittddi were used for 
final crystallisation* In a siiailar aanneri i^lbane vas pariftad* 
%e <^€iBioal i s sealed off in the ci^sule and i s put in 
the furnace %dth the toaperature gradient in ^ e erystalHsing 
furnace (gra^h shoidng the tentperature gradient in the crystallising 
furnace)• This tei^era^ure gradiant rwiains constant continuously 
for 5 to 6 days* &e capsule aCLoidy §oes doMi through melting 
crystallising ^d annealing furnaces* In this way crystals of 
naphthalansy stilbena were groinn of varying difl&eter md lifigth 
(about 1** in m-m^tss- and H^^ in length)* Fav^cryatals ^rom are 
shovn in photograph* 
IhB Hip thai«ne crystals i^ iow as i f two or three orystala 
are grown side by side with a l i t t l e ^eeontinuity* Xhis 
disoontimiity starts ftosi the aoemiig point and extends to tiie 
o th^ «aad of the crystal ii^alningerj a*F,, Hsv* So* Inst* 23,12? 
iWSS) states that he also got s i i s i l^ discontinuities with 
Tic suf^TiuAroR(corf£/fctAi) ^ sr/i/de/f£ cjersr/fi ccao-
L \ sc///r/ii/?ra/?. 
j a ,- i^/e 5*3 Afeu<A9j^r/cie (/S///S sr/ie£/f£ 
I 5 - ^ ' ^ ^^^ ^ <^^ MONO £//£/^^Sr/C /3 /V^ «» -
I r/Cl£ &S///C />l/fi7iC SaHTtLL/fTCR 
I 6 . £0R 650 Ace*' m?//0 e//£fi^£T/C / 3 />^»-
r r/ci£ us/HQ ST/iS£A/£ c/^y^r^i 
O/ £r//£ PiilS£ AAf/>J,/r/€/9T/0// /S ^0{/SU 
I //y 7U£ sri/£>y or srnB£N£ iff COM- I 
/ P^RiSiCfi TO Pl/9STiC SCfi/r/lLHrCfi. 
f/C. 36 
fS n i5> 2( 2i ^S- ST 25> 3/ 
PC/LSS ^£/G^r /A/ yocrs —'• ! ^ 
SI 
stilbflB0 oi*7«taXa)« On the ottmff %mS, tw crystals of ««11IMB« 
growi in ^ 0 laboratory fllio¥ so aisooatifinlttM md irara aiiii^a 
orysti^Sf Ihdaa tio oryatals vara obtalnad aftar repeated 
pt%ril)S:^ atlon of tha (A€RBieiil« 
/ -/fie 
1:^ 0 crystals v&e^ mxt mA poM^ilng m& noun ting to tlia 
ph^to#matlpliar was dtm^ in tha slsdlar aisimar as idth plastla 
s^ntillator (Chaptar U)* 
Ihe oos^arlsloii of tha raaponsa of stUheca crystal and 
plastla solntillator (oo&BBar«ial) i s sho%R in flgora 36* Sha 
gain of the ^apliflar in tha aasa of sttlbeca crystal I«BS kapt 
<3outa.a in ooa^arislon to plastio sdlntillato^t As i s clac^ froa tha 
flgora 36^  tiia pulsa h e i s t s corraaponaing to 5fd Mav i&phas and 
0«€3 Mav oonvarslon eloatro&s from G$^^ , under thasa oondttloiisy 
ara noarly tti@ ssme for plastic scintillator and stUhena crystal* 
Uhila tdfeing these spectnoii tha l i ^ t coll acting effTmgmmt 
and ot^ar conditions vera kapt alisost the ime aaseopt the gsia of 
tha asi^liflar* 1%is shows that tha st^bma o^ystal had over all 
half the efficiency for producing photons item SAJM «nargy 
P6rti<&es compared to the cofiSfiardal plastic scintillatDr» Ihis 
diffaronce may be due to the intrinalc effidenoy of producing 
photons or/md i!i|}uritias in stilbena* the counting affidaiey of 
tha two scintillators seoas to ba the sm9 Ibr alphas iMeh i s 
dear from the total area und^ tha peiS s^ £br alphas in tha 
two cases* 
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Summary. — ('(mvcrsion coi'llicicnl oi tSOO ke>' 'f-rayn from tli<^ decay 
of l 'oloiuuin-210 has heoii mciii^nred iisiiio- scint i l lat ion m e t h o d to be 
0.039 ± 0.01. The value of conversion coellicient has also been ob ta ined 
l>y the measu remen t of conversion electrons wiUi an end window tyjie 
G.-\[. counter . Tlie absorpt ion curve for electrons is given and i ts shape 
has been in te rp re ted iu the lijiht of t he resul ts of A L P H O X S E LAGAS.SE 
a n d JAC'QiJELiNE DoYEi? [Conipt. HeiuL, 239. (11). 670 (1954)). The value 
of conversion coetficdent ob ta ined in th i s way is 0.014 i 0.005. The 
discrepancy betwe(>n t he two values has been expla ined as due to I\ and 
L shell ionization l>y x-])ar(icles. No coincidences ^^•ere fr)und bet«ee!i t he 
different pa r t s of v-ray spec t rum. 
1. ~ Introduction. 
I\Iaiiy workers (GRACE ct al. ('), ZAJAC et aJ. {^). SIBGBAH.V and SLATIS (•*), etc.) 
have investiji'ated the radiations from ^'"Po. The follovviiif;' faets liave been 
established: 
.1) Ground level of -''"Po decays predominantly through an a of 5.3 MeV 
to the jiTonnd state of "^'••Pb. 
2) A small fraetion (~10~''%) of the jiround state of "opy decays through 
an X of 4.5 MeV to the excited level of '^"••Pb followed by a y-ray of 800 keV 
(GiJACE i't (d. ( ' ) , D E B K T N ' E I J E T T I a n d Mi.XTOX [*)). 
3) A soft radiation of about 80 keV has also been observed. 
(*) Research Scholar of Minis t ry of Educa t i on , Government of Ind ia . 
(I) Af. A. G R A C E ei al.-. Vroc. I'lnju. Koc, A 64. 493 (1951). 
(-) B . ZA.TAC ef al.: Proc. J'hijs. Noc. 60. 501 (1948). 
(^) K. .SiEiiBAnx and ] [ . SLATES : Naiure. 159. 471 (1947). 
(J) S. D E B E N E D E T T I a n d G. H . .MINTON: L'IUJH. Rt'c, 85, 944 (1952). 
2 I'.KAT PAL siNiai. II. P. HANS and i'. s. tni.i. ["0*^ 1 
'/j.\.j\C (t (tl. (2) coiiclndcd l)y the criticiil absoiprion method tliat the soft 
I'lidiation was of nuclear orij^nii. triiAOj'] H al. ('), on tlie otlier liarid, consi-
dered the soft j'adiation to be X-rays of '"''Pb, by tlie same critical absorption 
method. These X-rays were interpreted by them as A\w to the conversion 
of 8(KI keV y-rays. Conversion coefficient obtained from their measurements 
of K-rays and con\'ersion electrons was found to be (1.7%. GKACE et at. (') 
suf '^Kested tliat 800 kvV -{-my^ should be due to M,_ li'ansition. I )E BEXKDETTI 
and j\Ir,\T().\ (^ ) measured the aiifi'ulai' distribution between 800 keV y-i'ays 
and i.r> McV a-rays from whicli they eonchided tbat 800 keV y-rays were 
due to I'J.2 transition, for winch the K conversion coeilieient should be 0.009. 
This latter conclusion also fits better with the theoretical considerations of 
the decay of ^'"Po ((Joi.HUAnEit and HrxYAii ('))• I^VRHER and HELM ('•), who 
measured the total con\'ersion coefficient to be 11%, sus'S'ested that a fi'action 
of X-rays may be due to the /I'-sliell i(»nization of a's passinji' tlirough tlu' 
som'ce. PKiNuia:; et at. (') estinnited the conversion coeftieient lo be '20 to 30%. 
The difference in the values of coiwersion coefticieni with (IRACE et al. (') was 
explained as due to the /f-shell ionization due to a"s. Ai;iuu(iER and KRIKD-
i,A.\i)E[; C') m(>asui'ed the convcivsion elecfrons with a fi-r'ay Spectrojir'aph and 
foun.d the conveivsion coefficient to be 1 to 5%. 
In view of these conti'cjvei'sial I'esidts about 80 keV radiation, a fui'thei' 
stndv of the radiatiisns from -'"I'o was undertaken. 
2. Measurements by scintillation spectrometer. 
-""Po, procured from Atomic Enerjiy Commission Canada, was prepared 
by bombarding' Bl/h w'tli slow neutrons from the reaction ^osj^ i^ ,^  y)2ioj3[ _^ 
°^'5->2"'Po. Its acti-s'ity at the finu' of nu'asurement was 0.05 micro (aii'ie/mdli-
fi'ram. A source of 0.18-f gni/cm''^  was prepared on a perspex disc. The spectrum 
of the radiations was taken with a scintillation spectrometer rising' Xal(TL) 
crystal by placina' the source right over th(> erystat. The spectrometer was 
calibrated for different energies with y-rays of '''"Cs, ^"''Hg and '"''Jiu. Enough 
absorber (pei'spex and alnmiiuum) was placed between the source and crystal 
to absorb the a\s atul conveivsion electrons. The NaI(T]j) crystal was one 
im-h in diameter and half iiu'h in tluckness. The differential spectrum thus 
obtained is given in Pig. 1 (after s\ibtracting the background) which clearly 
indicates the presence <»f two radiations, one at 7(i ke\ ' and the other at 
(5) M . ( i o i . D U A H K K a n d A . W rfiTNYAii: 7'/(i/.s-. / , V r . , 8 3 , 9 0 6 ( 1 9 5 1 ) . 
(«) \ V . ( ' . B A H r a a t a n d U. If. I T K L M : PIU/S. Jiev.. 8 6 . 2ir> ( 1 9 5 2 ) . 
(•) H . I 'RINOLK H al.: /'/(.i/s-. R e v . . 8 7 , : !S4 ( 1 9 5 2 ) . 
(**) l>. ALiu - i a i iOR a n d ( ! . F K i K D r A \ ] ) j . : K : / ' / ; ) /*• . h'ev., 8 1 , 52. '! ( 1 9 5 1 ) . 
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800 keY. >.'o olhei' y-rjiv w;i,s iioU'd between 20 lo 150 k( \'. TLr fiiuill Jnuhi'!; 
a t ;ibout 0.27 and 0.40 ^feV are due to baek t;eatteriiij^', wiiieh was eouiiitiKd 
by their relat ive redueticin for very thin source. The nieasiin uu i i t s of relat ive 
intensities of 76 keV ajul 800 keV 
radiat ions were carried out a.s 
follows. The delection (tHeiency 
of the ei'vstal for th.e two ra-
diations was t;>oken 1(i 1)(> (1 ~ 
— exp [- /'d\) where fi. hi the total 
absoipt ion coefficient for the par-
t icular radiat ion and «il >  is tlie 
effective pa th leniith of th<> ra-
diation tliious^h the crystal . Tlu> 
value of «(/1> was; <)l)tained by 
actual ly drawin^r A'arious jjathH 
in the crystal and tak ing their 
averajJtes. Tlu>, value of /t was 
obtained frojn the ;.;i'aph of ab-
sorption coeflicient of the y-rav;; 
( K . SlECil iAIIN ( " ) ) . 
For d("terniiuin<^' the tota l 
counts of 800 k e \ ' v-rays, their 
C'onipton distr ibution was drawn 
as shown in Pif>-. 1 by tlie do t ted 
line. Ivnowin.ij,- the resolution of 
tlie spectrtmieter at 800 keY, it 
is possi1>le to i;et the resolution 
iit 76 ki'Y. Fi'oni this tlu^ base of 
76 k e \ ' y-ray was determined. Coniptou (i-stributiou of 800 k e \ ' 
be drawn by smoothly joinin; ' the base to tlie Comiiton (MIUC. 
Total counts for 70 keY e:ui, of course, be deleirnined directly by tf.e area, 
under the peak. 
Finally the absorpt ion of these radiat ions in the a.luniiniuni <'overin<!' and 
the source were also t aken into account . J''sc;ipe jieak c()rre( tioii was not 
required because in lioth cases theli- contrilnitiou l a s Ijeen added to the 
to ta l counts . 
Apar t from stat ist ics, various sources of eiToi' ai 'e: (H) uncer ta in ty due to 
the numerical intef^ration used in detei'miuiuii' «d». The ma.x'imum eri'or 
es t imated was abou t ] 0 % . (b) The uncer ta in ty in diawinji' the total differ-
ential spec t rum for the two radiat ions. After eaiefnl consideration the max-
0 2 i. 6 8 IJ i i I'. K IJ :.. . 
Vi'j;. 1. - Th.? (liiT'MX'nlial niif-i 
Y-ravs and X-va\.- h\:' ' 
\-!3'i!ris'-J2 ii 36 
. f 111. 
. ; u i u - 2 ] 0 . 
-ray can tlicn 
{") K. S i K c B A i i x : Vela-da mm II Ray Sps'rlrdxciipy ( 1 9 5 5 ) . 
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iiinnii t-'iroj in convcisioii coctticiciii due to iliiH inicci hiinty AV;IS (titiuiatcHl 
to be 1(>"„, tiK' liiial xnhw of com'cision codiicicjif, Ihus obtained, was 
0.039--O.Ol, 
3. - Measurement of conversion electrons. 
A Kource of H ni,t;/cni' was prepared on <S niu/ern" eellulose tape. Tlu' sonree 
was put riji'lit over llie wiiidow of an eml window type (J.iVI. counter, witli 
tlie tape between the source 
100 
90 
.c80 
i 7 0 
^60 
^50 
§30 
10 
0 
and flic wiiulow. Tlie t l i ick-
neSH of IJie Avindow was 
aliout 8 Hia'/cm^ In lus 
Curves <3 
20 
^10 
Curve B 
Total thickness of Me absorber (mg/cm^) 
way 11 ni<>/cm'' absoi'ber is 
inserted 1)elweeii the source 
and the connter whicli is 
enouuii to clieck i>;-]yavticies. 
("onnts, tlien, were taken 
for vai'ious tliicknesses of 
abiniiuiuiu inserted between 
file 1;ipe and tlie v\in(h)w. 
An absorption curve was 
drawn, whicli is sliown in 
Fiji'. 2, cnrve /.'. The thick-
nesses shown in the curve 
inclnde lialf f lie thickness of 
tlie source, the thickness of 
the tape and window and, 
t;he thickness of ahiniiniurn. 
Apparently, the .urapli 
can be divided into two 
])arts; the first on<> extemtiriij' 
up to iibo\it 100 iTi.u/cin^ and 
the otlier ext(>iHlin<i" b(>yond 
that. The first portion can 
be intcijii'eted a.s due to the 
electrons froni. K, L, shell ionization by a's and the second portion dne to 
the i>enuine K and L convei'sion electrons. Tliis inter]n'etation is based on 
th<> following' reasoninji'. 
After ]\ri,u'dal"s (lieoi'etical work on the K, L, shell ionization l>y a's 
(^ lUiDAL ('")), it was <'onsidei'ed profia,l)le that sc's of -""IN) contribute to the 
0 10 30 50 70 90 110 130 W 170 190 210 
'•lii- - ' • Curve . 1 , sliows 1iie coincidences hctweeri 
tlie K a a d / v X- rays a]uf ("Icctrons for various (hick-
uesscs of at)sorl)(>r l)!>t\\('(>ii tiie soiu'ce and the 
cle(!tron detector as r<>|)ortcrt by TJAOASSK and 
Do'iKX (li)54). (^urve /I. sluuvs the nunilx-r ot ele<;-
(rolls for var ious thic^kncsscs of ;iIisorl)cr lielween 
(he smirce and (lie de tec tor as observed by the 
ae l l iors . 
('") A. M K I D A I , : J<,(ini. I'liij.i. {(J.S.S.K.), 4., 449 (1941). 
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X-rays and electrons tlivou.uh A' and L ionization (BARBKK and HELM ("), 
PRINGI.E ct al. C), L.vciAysE and I)OYE^- (''), E O Y and GOES C^)). LAGASSE 
and DoYEX (") measured the coincidences between the K X-rays and tlie 
electrons and also between the K and L X-rays and electrons, for various 
thiclinesses of aluminium for selecting various energies of electrons. Their 
curves for the number of coincidences versus eneigy of electrons, give a con-
tinuous spectnmi (Fig. 2, cur^x' A), resembling very much the first portion 
of our curve (Fig. 2, cur^e B). Like our cur^'e they also luive a steep portion 
near about 80 keV followed by a lesser steep cuive extending up to 300 keV. 
These coincidences are not due to conversion electrons becaiise, in that case, 
coincidences sliould follow the curve of MAU^HALL and WAKD (^ •*). These 
coincidences luive, tlierefore, been interpreted by them as between the K, 
L X-rays and electrons emitted by the process of K and L ionization due 
to a's. Similar reasoning C'an also be applied to the first portion of onv curA'e. 
The second portion of the curve, wlien extended back, is similar to the one 
expected of monoenergetic electrons of 712 keV. The number of counts at 
zero thickness from this exti'apolated curve has been, therefore, taken as due 
to the net convej'sion electrons. In the measurement of conversion electrons, 
the back scattering effect for electrons, wlach is only due to the finite thiek-
luiss of the source, was considered very carefully. I t was estimated to be 
much less than one percent in our case. This number includes K as well as 
L conversion electrons. Xo detectable counts were obtained after intro-
ducing -too mg/cm^ of aiuminirmi between the counter and the source. This 
ensured that there was negligible <'ontribution to the counts due to V'l'ays. 
The over-all efllciency of the G.M. counter was determined by tlie cali-
brated [3 sources of ^"Pa and '"'Tl obtained from Atomic Instrument Co., 
U.y.A. I t was further checked by calculating the solid angle subtended by 
the source on the eflectiA^e vohmie of the counter (BURTT ('^)). The efficiency 
obtained from both these methods was 0.083^0.009. The total number of 
Y-rays of this source were obtained by the same scintillation spectrometer 
as used previously. Tlie source was placed right over the ci-ystal and the pulses 
of all sizes were counted. I t was ensured, however, that no a's or [i"s were 
counted. The geometrical and detection efficiency of the crystal was cal-
culated as before. Tlie contribution dire to 76 keV radiation to the total counts 
and the corre(;tions due to absoi'ption were also taken into account. 
The chief errors in the measui'ements of the conA'ersion coefficient with the 
(") A. LACASSK and J . D O Y E N : Compl. ReiiiJ., 239 (11), ()70 (1953). 
(1-) l\. R. R O Y and M. f.. G O E S : Compt. Eeiul. 237, 1,51,5 (1953). 
(") J . AIAKSUALL and A. G. W A K U : Can. Jouni. Betiearch, A 15, 39 (1937), 
('^) B. P. B L ' R T T ; yuclcoiiirx. 5. 29 (1949). 
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above metliod were due to the uncertainty in the estimation of tlie ovei--all 
efficiency of the [i counter and in tlie exti'apolation in Fij.;'. 2, curve B. 
Tlie final value of the total conversion coefficient thus obtained was 
0.01 1-1:0.005. 
4. - Coincidence measurements. 
I t was also attempted to detect coiucideiK'es between the various portions 
of the y-rays spectrum. For this two scintillation spectrometers in coincidence 
were used. The resolving time of tlie coincidence cii'cuit was 2-10^'s . No 
f '^enuiue coincidences wei'e obserA-ed between 800 keV and 76 keV radiations. 
Also tliere were no coincidencies between 76 keV and the rest of the spectvnni. 
Similarly no self coincidences were observed for 800 keV v-^'iiys-
5. Discussion. 
Within tiio experimenlal error the vahie of 0.011 ; O.OO.j for tlie total con-
version coeflieient obtained by the measurements of conversion electrons is 
same as expected for E., transition (Rose tables (»)). This is in agreement 
with the an,ijular distribution results of J ) E BE.XEUKTTI aiid MI.M'O^ ('). Cora-
paring this result with tlie vaiue of 0.067 obtained by tlie conversion electron 
measurements by GRACK et al. ('), th(^ discrepancy seems to be due to the 
fact that they als(j measured tlie electrons due to K a>nd L shell ioiUKation 
by a's as discussed in tlie measurements of conversion electrons. 
On the other hand our value of 0.039^0.01 for the conversion coefflcient 
obtained from X-ray measurements is nearly the same (within the experi-
mental error), as that of GRACE et al. ('). The reason for this higher value 
compared to 0.01-t j^ O.OOf) seems to be due to the contribution of X-rays from 
the ionization by sc's, which comes out to be 60% of the total intensity of 
X-rays. This is in qualitative agreement with the calculations of EoY and 
GOES {^•') based on Migdal's theory. 
The above results help to remove the ambiguity about the exact value of 
the conversion coefflcient of 800 keV y-rays as well as about the reason for 
the discrepancy in the measurements as reported in the literature. 
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R I A S S l ' N T O (*) 
Col mctodo della sointillazione si o misurato il ooefficiente di coiiversionc del rajip;! y 
da 800 kcV del decadimeuto del 2'opQ_ ottenendo 0.039 ± 0 . 0 1 . II valore del coelfi-
oiento di conversione e stato anolio otteinito misnraiulo gli olettroni di conver.-jiono 
con un contatoro G.M. a fiiiestra terminale. Si da la curva di assorbimeiito degli elel-
troni e la sua forma 6 stata interpretata al lume dei risultati di AI.IIPOSSE IJAGA.SPE O 
JACQUELINE DOYEH {Co»i}>t. Rend.. 239, (11), 670 (1954)). II valoro del ooeilicienle 
di conversione cosi ottenuto 6 0.014 4- 0.005. I^a diversita tra i due valori e stata 
attrihuita alia ionizzazione dej^li strati K ed ]J dovntaalle ])articelle y.. Xon si sono tro-
rate ooineidenze tra le varie parti dello .spcttro dei v. 
( * ) Ti-iJiKiojir (t riirii (l-lhi l!v<l<r 
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THE STUDY OF NOISE PULSES AND A LIQUID 
SCINTILLATOR 
BRAT PAL SINGH*, H. S. HANSf AND P. S. GILL 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, MUSLIM UNIVEESITY, A I I G A B H 
(Received for publication, January 20, 1958) 
A B S T R A C T . Analysis of noise pulses of RCA photomultiplier 5819 has been made 
with about 350 volts between photocathode and first dynode. The differential distribution 
of noise pulses has been studied at different voltages and temperatures. Two distinct 
distributions are apparent in these curves. One has been interpreted as due to thermal noise 
and the other due to after-pulses caused by ion feedback. Response of stilbene in xylene 
liquid scintillator has been studied for Co6o gamma-rays with high collection efficiency and 
a t low temperature. From the differential distribution of these pulses, the Compton edge 
due to Co^o gamma-rays is clearly indicated. 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
It is well known that the collection efficiency between the cathode and the first 
dynode increases at high voltages between the two (Engstrom et al., 1952). But 
at these high voltages the noise in the photomultiplier also goes up considerably. 
The pulse height distribution of these noise pulses is of considerable importance 
especially when the genuine pulses are of small size, as for example, in liquid 
scintillators. 
The origin of these noise pulses has been the subject of analysis by many 
workers (Engstrom, 1947; Rodda, 1949; Morton and Mitchell, 1949; Curran, 1953 
and others). From these investigations it appears that the main causes of the 
noise may be summarised as (i) amplified thermionic emission from the photo-
cathode, (ii) positive ion feedback, (iii) the generation of photons inside the photo-
multiplier and (iv) ohmic leakage. In the early work of Engstrom, Rodda and 
others only the integrated effect of the noise pulses i.e. the noise current was 
studied. Morton and Mitchell made some studies of differential distribution of 
the noise pulses. Later Mueller (1952), Harrison (1952) Davison (1952), Lanter 
and Corwin (1952) and Breitenberger (1955) studied the after-pulses which are 
mainly produced by the feedback of ions created by the electrons of the main 
pulse. 
A systematic study of pulse height distribution of the noise pulses was there-
fore essential to analyse the pulses from the liquid scintillator. This also helps 
one to understand the origin of the noise pulses 
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2. E X P E B I M E N T A L 
For the study of noise pulses, RCA photomultiplier 5819 was mounted in a 
light-tight chamber. The assembly which contained the 5819 tube with Mu-
magnetic shield, associated voltage dividing resistance network, and cathode fol-
lower (scintillation head), was enclosed in a thermostatically controlled cabinet. 
The temperature in the cabinet could be varied from 30°F to 75°F. 
The voltage between the cathode and the first dynode was about seven times 
the voltage between the other dynodes in order to get very high collection efficiency. 
The pulses from the cathode follower were fed to the Atomic's linear amplifier 
model 204C and the pulse height analysis was made by Atomic's pulse height 
analyser model 510, after which the pijlses were scaled and recorded. 
Stilbene in xylene (3 gms/litre) introduced by Kallmann and Frust (1950) 
is our liquid scintillator, whose response was studied for Co^" gamma-rays. A 
thin-walled glass cell (diameter 4.8 cm and length 11 cm) was filled with the scinti-
llator liquid solution and was covered from sides with aluminium to serve as 
reflector. The cell was fixed to the photomultiplier with silicone grease, with 
a perspex piece in between to provide a flat surface and to act as a light pipe. 
-*/ ce-vjmvr rf/^p^/?^i//?j: 
F'ig. 1 Differential pulse height speetium of noise pulses a t various total voltages 
applied to the photomultiplier when the temperature of the photomultiplier 
was kept constant a t 45° F . 
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For attaining a particular temperature the system was left in the cabinet 
for about 1^ hours to attain the equilibrium, which was checked by observing 
the counting rate at a particular pulse height which remained constant with time. 
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Fig. i. Differential pulse height siJectrum of noise pulses at various total voltages 
applied to the photomultiplier when the temperature of the photomu;tiplier 
was kept constant at 69°F. 
3. O B S E B V A T I O N A N D R E S U L T S 
Figures 1 and 2 show the curves of differential distribution of noise pulses 
at different voltages, keeping the temperature constant, while figures 3 and 4 show 
the curves at different temperatures keeping the voltage constant .Voltages were 
varied from 900 to 1050 volts while the temperatures were kept at three different 
settings, 37°F, 56°F and 69°F. 
An interesting feature of these curves is that each curve appears to consist 
of two parts, the first part coming down smoothly and the second part having 
a maximum. Also it is clear from the curves that the total noise is decreased at 
lower temperatures and lower voltages. 
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Figure 6 gives the distribution of the pulses from the liquid scintillator for 
Co^o gamma-rays, after substracting the background. Peak due to Compton 
edge is clearly visible. I t was noted tha t only xylene without stilbene did not 
give any pulse above 4 volts. 
4. D I S C U S S I O N 
Though the first par t of the curves for the noise pulses more or less resembles 
the trend of the curves reported by a number of workers, (Morton and Mitchell, 
Fig. 'i. Differential pulse lioight spectrum of noises a t various temiioratures of the 
photomultiplier when the total voltage on the photoniultiplior was kept 
constant a t 1000 volts. 
1949 and others), the second par t with a hump seems to bo a peculiarity of those 
curves. Comparatively very high voltage applied between the cathode and the first 
dynode appears to be the main difference between this experiment and t ha t of 
other workers. 
In our conditions, the gain of the photomultiplier could be taken roughly 
as 4 X I C , the total stray capacity a t the anode as 10 pf and the gain of the linear 
amplifier as 8000. One electron from the photocathode, therefore, gives pulse of 
about 4 to 5 volts. 
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The pulses due to ohmio leakage are known to be small in size as discussed 
by Morton and Mitchell (?oc, cit), Engstrom (1947), Rodda (1949) and others. 
They are expected to lie around or below 5 volts. Therefore in the analysis 
of these curves, we need consider only thermionic noise and ion feedback, as the 
main contributing factors. According to the above authors also, these two effects 
contribute most to the noise in the region of our interest. 
ro/^i/i-Ti fii/e/f 
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Fig. 4. Differential pulse height spectrum of noise ])ulses a txa r ious iomperaturos 
of the photomultiplier when the total voltage on tlio photomultiplier was 
kept constant a t 9.50 volts. 
As mentioned above, the hump portion in our curves appears to be related 
with the high voltage between the cathode and the first dynode. This is borne 
out by figure 1, where at an overall voltage of 900, when the voltage between the 
cathode and the first dynode is 335 volts this portion disappears, w liile a t overall 
voltage of 1050, when the voltage betHoen the cathode and the first dynode is 
390 volts, this portion is very dominant. The fact tha t the pulse height, in this 
portion are comparatively high, rules out the possibility of its arising from aiij-
other dynode, except from the cathode. I t also appears tha t this is due to some 
secondary effects, connected with the initial electrons starting from the photo-
cathode. I t is well known tha t the thermal electrons, which arc the only primary 
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Fig. 5. Differetial pulse height spectrum of noise pulsos at various tomporature of tlie 
photomultijjhor when the total voltage on the photomultiplioi' was kept con-
stant at 1000 volts {Semilog graph). 
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Fig. 0. DiPforontial pulse height spectrum of pulses from stilbeno in xylene liquid 
scintillator due to Co<'^  gamma rays. 
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electrons from the cathode in our case, give noise pulses wliose pulse height distri-
bution curve comes down smoothly following some sort of distribution law. Most 
of the curves of noise pulses found in the fiterature bear this out. They are 
normally taken at comparatively low voltages between the cathode and the 
first dynode where the positive ion feedback effect will not be dominant and 
therefore the curves may be assumed to be wholly due to thermal noise. Normally 
change of voltage is expected to change the number and the pulse height bu t 
the general trend of the curves due to thermal electrons should remain the same. 
The most predominant secondary cause of noise pulses is the positive ion feed-
back. The primary electrons starting from the cathode may ionize the atoms 
of the residual gas, which on reaching the cathode may release further electrons, 
to give one more pulse. These pulses are expected to be delayed with respect 
to the primary ones. Though this effect should be present even a t compara-
tively low voltages, its probabili ty of occurrence shoots up at higher voltages. 
This is borne out by Huxford (1939) who ploted y, the average number of electrons 
released by each positive ion falling on Cs-Ag-0 photo-surface, versus the field 
through which positive ion moves. I t appears from his curve tha t while 7 remains 
constant a t a value of about 0.5 for fields loss than 150 volts per cm, at higher fields 
the value of y goes up quite steeply so tha t a t 250 volts/cm, y is about 4 and if the 
trend of the curve is assumed to remain the same even for little higher fields, y for 
350 volts/cm or so may be still higher. The trend of this curve for y suggests 
tha t it is feasible t ha t after a certain field between the cathode and the first 
dynode, the pulses, due to positive ion feedback may at tain heights, to deviate 
appreciably from the curves due to the primary electrons. The above arguments 
therefore, suggest t ha t the humped portion may be at t r ibuted to the positive 
ion feedback. 
Photons produced inside the photomultiplier due to de-excitation of the 
residual gas may be ruled out as the cause of this par t of the curve, because the 
efficiency for electron emission for photons is extremely small. I t requires about 
25 photons in the photo-sensitive region to emit one electron. 
Pulses due to positive ion feedback which are delayed with respect to the 
primary pulses, have been studied by Harrison, (1952) Davison, (1952) 
Mueller et al., (1952) Lanter and Corwin (1952), and Breitenberger. (1951) 
According to Harrison the amplitude and the distribution of these 
is consistent with their being caused by single positive ions, produced 
by the electrons of the main pulse. Mueller et al. observed tha t after-pulses 
which are produced by the initial pulses due to the single electrons, are of the 
same height or slightly taller t han the main pulses. Lanter and Corwin, however, 
observed tha t a t higher gain the maximum height of the after-pulse corresponds 
to more than one photoelectron and depends on the height of the main pulse. 
I t appears from the oscillograph traces given in this paper tha t the after-pulses 
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foUow some sort of distribntio?i law in heiglits. But according to Davison, the 
number, but not the amplitude of the after-pulses seems to be related to the ampli-
tude of the main pulse. Further , he observed tha t the visual comparison of the 
after-pulses produced by a single electron seems to indicate tha t the pulse height 
distributions of the two are identical. 
At the low voltage between the cathode and the first dynode the value of y 
as given in the curve of Huxford is of the order of 0.5, which may be interpreted 
tha t the after-pulses will be mostly due to one electron. This seems to be borne 
out by the experiments of the workers mentioned above. However, a t compara-
tively high voltages a t which the present experiments were carried out, pro-
bability of emission of more than one electron is appreciably high. I t is even 
possible tha t the Jnost probable number of electrons emitted by a single positive 
ion at high voltages may bo five or six etc. in which case one should expect a sort 
of pulse height distribution with a maxima corresponding to the average value 
of y. This explains the hump in our curves. 
In figure 5 the first par t of the curve of figure 3 is replotted on a semilogarith-
niic graph. Two interesting facts emerge from these curves; firstly, these curves 
follow more or less a parabolic shape and secondly, at higher temperatures and 
higher voltages a deviation from the parabolic shape is observed. I t seems tha t 
these deviations are due to preponderance of small pulses caused by ohmic leak-
age or certain effects arising from dynodes. The parabolic shape confirms our 
conclusion tha t the first portion of these curves is mostly due to thermionic 
emission from the photocathode. 
I t is further clear from the curves in figures 1 to 4, t ha t (1) the number of 
noise pulses decreases a t low temperatures. (2) the number of pulses a t higher 
pulse heights decreases more slowly with temperature than the number a t the 
smaller pulse heights, (3) the number of small pulses seems to go up very rapidly 
with higher voltages and (4) in general, the s tructure of the curves remains 
the same. 
5. R E S P O N S E O F S T I L B E N E I N X Y L E N E L I Q U I D 
S C I N T I L L A T O R 
Luminescence efficiency of liquid scintillator is much less as compared to 
Nal(TL) crystal. I t should, therefore, be quite interesting to s tudy their response 
under our conditions of extraordinary high collection efficiency. 
The scintillators containing atoms of low atomic number, like the one in this 
experiment, respond to gamma-rays of about I Mev, mainly through Compton 
effect. Co^" emits two gamma-rays of energies of 1.17 Mev and 1.33 Mev. Under 
very good conditions the two Compton edges duo to Co*" gamma-rays have been 
clearly indicated by Mclntyre and Hofstadter (1950) using Nal(TL) crystal a? 
detector. 
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Figure 6 gives the differential distribution of pulses from stilbene in xylene 
liquid scintillator with Co"" gamma-rays. This spectrum was taken with 390 
volts between the cathode and the first dynode and a t a temperature of 37 °F. 
These conditions increase the collection efficiency and decrease the noise pulses. 
This curve was drawn after substracting the noise pulses of the type mentioned 
earlier. 
The peak at 9 volts may be interpreted as due to Compton edge. At l l v o l t s 
also there is an indication of an edge.If the peak at 9 volts is taken to be due to 
Compton edge of 1.17 Mev. gamma-rays and if the scintillator is assumed to be 
linear, the Compton edge due to 1.33 Mev. gamma rays should come out to be a t 
10.6 volts. However, one should be cautious in a t t r ibut ing ' the Compton edge a t 
11 volts due to 1.33 Mev. gamma-raya, because the primary pulses from the scintil-
lator are also expected to give after-pulses which will have their maximum at about 
12 volts. These after-pulses cannot be subtracted. Though their number is 
expected to be small still i t can not be ruled out tha t the edge a t I I volts may be 
mostly due to them. Also because of low luminescence efficiency the scintillator 
is not expected to be good enough to resolve the two Compton edges. Peak a t 
9 volls is, of course, definitely due to Compton edge of Co"" gamma-rays. 
A comparison was made of pulse heights produced in Nal(TL) and stilbene 
in xylene by the same energy gamma-rays under the same conditions. This 
gave the ratio of photoelectron yield of our liquid scintillator and Nal(TL) as 
0.0045 for gamma-rays of Co*^. 
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3he loiftc aatedtted in the thosls cm "fhe stody of 
ra<3a.oaotlT» nuolQi uaiiig •GiiittlXQtio& te^aiiqao** has been diiddod 
in the fblXoving aeotiona %ilii^  desQl idifti ^ e atady of aeintiUatioB 
tec%Ri(|ae and the atady of radioactive imolQl tising tMa te^micme* 
?arioua phfliioffi«na enoountered in the study of radioaetive 
nuoXoi %ftiere aeintiUatLon te^bni^e may be used^ have be«n deaeribed 
in the l i ^ t of infomatton they sii^ e about the lev«(Ls of nuchal* 
She origin of noise pulses of HCA 5B29 photonnildU 
piier haa been investigated* She dLffermtlal distrtbutiM ef 
noise pulses has bein studied at diffepeat voltagM itid 
ttiiieraturesy leei^ iittg oos^aratiirely tA^ iHoltage between 
photo*eatS)ote snd first dsfoode* Sie distinet diatzlbuM«&a 
are ap>par«it in these onrves« one haa been int«ppreted as due 
to th^«al noise and other due to after pulaes eauaed by icai 
feed batik* the oMitribution due to obBde leakage ete» has 
bean fbund at low pulse h^ghts* Be^onse of stilbane in 
sylsne li(|iiid scintillator has be^ studied Ibr Qo^ gana 
rays vltai hi#i oolleetion ofllcicnoy and at loir temperature* 
Frosi the distribution of these pulseSi QoB^ ton edge due to 
(kr^ game rays i s clearly ii»lieated* 
imAfTm u* flBHggafgfti goaaigttAgfiif gagmnsia* 
Ihe details of tie alngLe channaiL scintillation 
flpeetrometars and a ooincddmoe uzjitf iMoh have bean 
aaaentled and oonatraoted are given* "She reaolution of ^M 
ooincddanoe oironit i s ^^  S x £ sec* 2he re«)Mise of 
sdLntillation ^leotrometers using HaKZL) orystails and plastii 
sdatll lator have ho^m given fbr gsaaa rays m& 
beta p.sFtlcaos raapaoMvoly* 
fN» m r^gjr upaotmis dud tlie ooiiioldaioe ittidlaa 
of gicna ra^atloaa f^ ont the doeiQr of Ito'^ '" havo been &,rm* 
Tim mw^aat oorrolatloii of t«iD ea^adea 665 Km • 66 K«v tfid 
440 Kefw m 56 Kav have beoD stadled* the Qon^aa.atlon fVatetioiui 
Aft. 
ttBOiM obtained as IbSJovsi* 
A-
Ibip 5S6 Kev m 56 Kev oasoadesi 
W Ce^  . \- o \ sa:V o-ou ^^.C^o) - O-OUQ.± O-O^ ^cc je ) 
^ r 440 Kef • 56 Kev oaaeadefft ^ 
2110 i^ina of the leve&a 66D KeVf 565 £ev and 06 Xev 
have been diaoaaaed £br aU. the varlona poaatMHttea of 
adztiirea of dipole and (|aadn^3Le tPenalUoaa fbr the 
oaaoadea* She vadoiia poaalblliUee of ^ e fl|>ia vaPLttea £OT 
these levaia have bean aiiami^iedc 
Qonveralon aoefll.ci.ent of 800 Kev f wraya ttom 
the deoay of Fe^^ has been mmmepeA using adntlXlation 
method to be O»oa&±0«Ol» ihe v^ne of oonvaralon eoeffloiant 
has alao beffi obtained by liie aeeaasfonfliit of oonvertf^n 
a3.eetson8 tdl^ «a and idndow type (Mf« counter* She abaorptlf 
csorve for aSleotrona la glvan and i t s shape has been 
interpreted in the light of the results of Alphonae Lagasse 
and Jao(|iialine £bywi (Ooqpt aand«t 2a&«(lD« 670 (B64). 
She Value of oonv^adon ooefficdent obtained In this vnj^ i s 
0«014±0«00S, The ai3<arQp^ey betwoen t^« tie •ALOMI hat 
been e^Xailned tta ^® to K iii4 Z* h^^ LX lonlsatioti by 
o^fipartlel^i* Be oainoldencoi iisre £bisi^ b«tw«aQ the 
as otitidiied in tha gUBoa ray g|3^etn» of the daeay of * , 
has h@ai saesiirad to bo X40± & day»# 6^ B^ «7 iPa^aMon hatf 
thar^brof baa& asalgtted t9 M^^ • IND siospe smsa i^ ayv of 
low intsnai^ havo boon observodi at 3J36 Kav and 138 Kav» 
1^ ^ 0 mm^tSt and iatoialty mnAd&sMon»f ^laaa s«wa rayt 
aro i^ao ooaald^rad to bo daa to y^\ She nvdiawi energy 
of IM beta groii|> has boon meastzrod to be 4901,90 Ker* HD 
S«iiiiae ooiacddanoea iiera oba^nrad bettfeen day part of 
beti^ny iipeotfiai a^ d gaeraa raya end litao BO gwna 8«M« 
0oiMGldm«mo vo^e Ibiaid* iX&iWm giRBa.ray t>t WS K«r 
<O«OO0^  aor my ixmar beta^ray groc^ coi be aooounted in 
CHAF7SS iz, OTjggMiiiffii gy » , , w a g, aiT# 
Qffoaa rays at 68 KoTy 300 KaV) 2m KaV| X»222 MeVy 
1»3S9 Mev and 1*^2 Mer have h&m fotmd uadng sointtllatioa 
^eot3R»teter« She gaB»»»ray of 66 Kev ia found to be in 
ooindLdmoe idth 87 Kav, 3{K» K^ rv^  364 ReVf l«328 Nevi 
1.2SS Mev anairgy gmmm ray»« ^!^ gtfoa ray of WSi Kev i s 
found to be in ooinoidtfiea idth 0f Km^ b^30 KeVf 1>122 MeV| 
and %*2S2 HeVf «iid also S2S K&f ^mmm ray ia fbuad to be in 
ooinddotee idth 07 Ketr, S)0 Koir md 3US3X Heir anergy 
gama ray«# fm bet»»raar groi^t of Bu^ Tdsnai m^cf of 
560±a& K«v md 460 j : ^ £«v have been fmm& bgr l^e 
ooiii<3idaiee stadiea* 3|id8« aoindLdmoo studidf hsir« 
eataMli^ed tbm l«^«a.s at DO l^ tf^ t 3^^^ ^ ^ i 1*8^ I^ e^ i 
m^mmx A, mttuflior TOeifttfig iassriirftgga fiiMAii^ 
A flpddLal t3^0 of ^aotsi<oigll^ li^tad md 
th^naostatloally esontfollai f^xnaeo i i daaeriliei for 
gfotiL»0 oriPinie pleipli^ifgt i^itaild ar^ gtirsn of tha 
toap^a^ira gradiant sat i9« i^aaa o^asllQ for sal^tanoa 
m mart atsioflph^a ^d titia maolianlSEi of lovanag of e&paula 
112 the iummmm farioua atagai of m^UMg^ crfati^iliiff 
«td aamaaSLIiig «ra a2.a» dMKa?il»ad» ISsa oos^flratlTa stady 
of atHlxBa eryatai ia glvao* 
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